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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Rationale.— Health is the very foundation upon uhlch an IndlYldual
must depend to a large extent for achievement, happiness, and success in
life. Therefore, it becomes a matter of prime consideration for every
school to plan and promote everything possible to create good health
practices in the child.
In order for the child to attain for himself the standards for health¬
ful living, the environment in which he lives must be such as to make this
possible.
Pupils should be able to live healthfully while in school. This
requires sound school health standards and school health practices. More
than situational teaching Is involved in the curriculum,for this alone
may not develop favorable habits. The total environmental situation is
of tremendous importance for achieving favorable habits. Grcering boys
and girls are conditioned by every experience which enters into their
lives and with which they are associated.
There was a child went forth every day.
And the first object he looked upon,—
the object he became.
And that object became a part of him for
the day, or a certain part of the day,
or for many years, or stretching cycles
of years. 1
Walt Whitman, as cited in American Association of School Adminlstratcrs,
Health in Schools. Twentieth yearbook (Washington, D. C., 19^2), p. 22?.
1
2
Ih* physical envircaiinent has lii?>ortant lB5>llcaticn8 la the building
of a strong, well-conditioned eitisenry, healthy in laind and in body.
Under the present provisions for public school education in the state
of Texas, the state constitution provides for equal but separate public
schools. It is generally believed that there is still a great need for
iaqprovement in the adequacy of facilities for the Negro children in this
said area, N|srrdal indicates this point of view when he says that the
Negro in his bid for survival is confronted with the problems that are a
part of the living experiences of all imericans) in addition, he faces
problems that are peculiar to the Negro, Obese problems are clearly set
forth and sufficiently summarized in the President's Eeport on Civil
Ei^tst ^
We boast of the freedom enjoyed by our people above
all other peoples. But it is difficult to reconcile that
boast with a state law which, practically, puts the brand
of servitude and degradatian upon a large class of our
fellow citizens, our equals before the law. This thin
disguise of "eqxmd." accommodations ,,, will not mislead
anyone, or atone for the wrong this day done.
Since no one had previously made a scientifle stu^y of the status of
healthful school living In the Negro elementary schools of Limestone,
Cotmty, Texas, the writer wanted to know if the general assunqptions
expressed by others, concerning the inadequacies, applied to her immediate
locality, and if so, in just what respects. Such were the forces that
Qunnar 1/^dal, An American Dilwmna (New York, l^lili)*
2
To Secure These Ri^ts, Report of the President's Committee on
Civil Ri^ts (Now lark, 19ii7), p* 8l,
3
iB^Ued the eriter to delve into the situation from a scientific point
of view.
Education has more and more discovered itself concerned with the
full lives of children and the total environment in which they live, grow^
play and learn.
Monroe ^ explains that the view of health education broadened when
attention was focused on the many-sided developoent of children and on the
teacher. War and post-war eonditiona have highlighted the need for
physical fitness, mental health, better infant and child care, and family
life. He further states that health education is slowly moving toward a
developmental rather than a remedial program, toward a cc^^ehensive
rather than a single approach, toward concerted action of home, and public
and private agencies.
Thus it is that the National Education Association,together with other
educational groups, has accepted the concept that health is the first of
the seven cardinal principles in education. Progressive educators think
of health as one of our greatest natural resources, and they think of
health education as a major responsibility of educators and the schools;
good teachers are sincerely and enthusiastically in accord with this modem
ccnxcept.
But as yet many of the children of this country do not have benefit
of anything approaching a complete school health program. In spite of the
data concerning rejection of the nation's unfit youth in both world wars.
Walter S. Monroe (ed.), "Health Education,* Encyclopedia of
Educational Research, revised edition, $29»
k
actual accoo^llshnients la the field of health education have been ireak
indeed* Uhlle it is true' that over the past fifty years some progress
has been made« it is equally true that gigantic tasks in this field lie
ahead*
Statement of the Problem*— The problem involved in this stu^ was to
determine the present status of healthful school living in the Negro
elementary schools of Limestone County, Texas*
Definition of Terms *-~ For the purpose of semantics, the writer has
mads use of the definitions of certain terms as given by Williams
and ibemathy* ^
1* ^School health education" is that part of health education
that takes place in school or through efforts organized and
conducted by school personnel*
2* "Healthful school living" is a term that designates the pro-
vislms of a idiolesome environmoit, the organization of a
healthful school day, and the establishment of such teacher^
pupil relationships that give a safe and sanitary school
favorable to the best development and living of pupils and
teachers*
Locale*— This study was mads in Limestone County, Texas* The
following account of this county as taken from The Texas llmanac ^ will
be reviewed here in order to give the reader soma idea of the background
of the locality in which this study was madet
1
Jesse Feirlng Williams and Ruth Abernathy* Health Education in
Schools (New fork, 19ii9), p. T* ^
2
Texas Almanac (Dallas, Texas, 1952-53)* PP* 575-576
Limestons County Is a diversified agricultural and Industrial county
of East Central Texas with a largely farm rural and small-town population^
It has been improved in private and civic standing due to the residxie of
weslth from oil producldons ia the boom of the 1920*s* The county gets
its name from the limestone rock which is the foundaHon stone of this
county*
The chief recreational center is old Fort Parker which has been recon¬
structed in connection with the establishment of a state park* This park
is famous as the place idiere Cynthia Axm Parker was captured by the
Indians in 1636*
Cotton and com are the two leading crops* Large beef-cattie produc¬
tion on ranches and farms make a worthy contribution to the produotim
side of the area.
Groesbeok is the county seat which has a brick industry as well as a
bedding industry* Mexia is the largest city and it has a textile 3Bill«
a cotton seed mill^ a conqpress, and a pasteurization plant* The Mexia
State School and Home are also located here*
Research Method*— The Normative-Survey Research was used^ and the
questionnaire inquiries and direct cibservatimal procedures were employed*
The questionnaire used was cooqpiled from a study of standards for
school health as set up by the following health authorltiest The National
1 2
Committee on School Health Policies, The Texas Department of Educaticm,
The National CoBunlttee on School Health Policies, Suggested School
Health Policies (Healtdi Education Council, 19i)6), pp* U-IU*
2
The Texas Department of Education, Health Education Pamphlets
(Office of the Department, 1950)*
6
-w 1 2 3
The Texas Health Department» Williams and Abernathy^ Ruth Grouty
U $
Clifford L* Brosnellf and Bemlee Bhxter*
Subjects Involved*— This stu(fy included ten adndjalstratorsy fiftj
elementary school teachers, and ten school plants of Limestone, County*
Purpose of Study*— The purpose of this study was fourfold!
1* To detexmiine the present practices of the healthfxil
school living aspects of school health education in
Negro elementary schools of Limestone County*
2* To determine the unmet healthful school living needs,
if any, for which the school may assume conqplete or
cooperative responsibility*
3* To stimulate the schools cooperating in the study to
a more careful evaluation of their own healthful school
living practices*
U* To gather reliable data which will serve as a basis
for suggesti<ms and recoomisndatiQns for the improve¬
ment of healthful school living practices in the Negro
elementary schools of Limestone County*
Limitations of the Study*— The major issue of healthful school living
includes building, construction and maintenance, and location, but this
1
The Texas Health Department. Health Pamphlets (Texas Health
Department Printing Office, 1950)*
Jesse Feiring Williams and Ruth Abernathy, Health Education in
Schools (New York, 19U9)» PP* 108-152*
^^th Orout, Health Teaching in Schools (niUadslidila, 19li9),
PP* U9, 285-93 •
U
Clifford Lee Brownell, Principals of Health Education Applied
(Now York, 19U9)» PP. 213-18.
5
Bernice Baxter, Teacher-Pupil Relationships (New York, 19li^)>
PP* 15-19.
study relates prliaarily to the educational features of these Iteiss rather
than to a detailed account of the various standards and techniques
commonly knoun to architects* Therefore^ the approach in this stu^y^ was
limited to factors affecting the development of principles needed to con*>
duet schools in a manner designed to safeguard and promote the health of
pupils and employees*
The mental health of the child in this study is limited to factors
that create desirable classroom enviromaents* The chief concern is that
of sysqpathetlc and understanding guidance in order to reduce the nuidber
and severily of behavior disorders*
Procedure Used*— As previously stated, the purpose of this study iias
to examine the health conditions and practices of the Negro elementary
schools of Limestone County, Texas, during the year 1^1-1952* The pro*
eedure used for attaining this purpose included the foUoelng stepst
1* In the October meeting of the Limestone County Teachers'
Association, the vriter contacted the tvrelvs administrators
and their teachers by giving the nature and purpose of her
prcblem* Ten of the twelve elementary principals supported
the study KTith much enthusiasm. These ten participating
schools represented a cross section of prevailing conditions
-such as size, type of schools, number of teachers, and general
structural features represented by the total twelve Negro
elMoentary schools of Limestone County* During this meeting
a schedule for direct observations in each of the participating
schools was agreed upon by the eriter and the administeators
of the schools involved*
8
2* A questioimalref together irlth a checklist was prepared (the
criteria for which were from sources already listed) • The
questioxmaire was divided into the following three headings!
(1) School Envircmmentj (2) School Organization; (3) Teacher-
Pupil Relationship* This instrument was sent to five authori¬
ties in the field of health and education for constructive
criticism, returned to the writer, and revised for clarity and
usability. The revised instruments were then used by six non¬
participating teachers of an adjoining county; these returns
were carefully checked, and the writer found them adequate for
her purpose. The revised questionnaires were sent to the ten
participating administrators to distribute to their elementary
teachers; 4he teachers' forms, together with the principals'
forms were filled out and returned to the writer. All of the
principals returned their questionnaires. Fifty-one teachers
were sent questionnaires, but only fifty were returned to the
writer.
3* In order to gain a clearer picture of some aspects of the teacher-
pupil relationship and school organization practices in the
schools studied, the writer made visitations to the participating
schools and classrooms. Data found on these visitations relate
to personality of the teacher, disciplinary measures used,
excessive fatigue, pupils' opportunity for experiencing success,
and types of schedules followed. Special emphasis was placed
on food service as related to desirable school organization.
Regulations regarding the health of food handlers, responsibility
9
for making nutritious menus to be served, and the basis on uhlch lunchrooms
operated (whether on the basis of need, or on the proflt-^naklng basis),
were the points of chief concern. Hie checklist used for these obser¬
vations will be found in Appendix B.
U* Frequency tables with percentages have been used to present a clear,
concise picture of the findings from the questionnaire and direct
observational procedures.
5. From the findings outlined in Chapter 17, the writer set.forth
certain reccmmendatlons needed for the improvement of the status
of healthful school living conditions as revealed in this
study.
Value of the Study.— This study may focus attention on needs, if any,
that ml^t otherwise remain unobserved.
It may increase health consciousness among teachers And pupils of
Limestone County.
It may serve as a motivation to elementary teachers in Limestone
County Schools to request additional facilities for school and to more
effectively utilize the facilities already on hand.
It ma^ through its recommendations, exu-ich the healthful school living
aspect of the school health education of Limestcme Coxmty.
It may be used as a guide or aid to the writer in her effoirts to share
in providing for Limestmie County children a more wholesome and desirable
school life.
CHAPTER n
REVIEir OP RELATED LITERATURE
Th« importanc* of providing adequately for the protection of the
health of school children and for the promotion of good health practices
among pupils has gained increased recognition of educators in recent
years. This concept is ably expressed by Bauer ^ who states that the
school * ... is responsible for the health of the child in so far as it
creates conditions and forces the child into them."
Hany of the recent changes in providing wholesome school experiences
have cone largely as results of careful studies made in the many phases
of healthful school living. Eence, during the formulation of the pre¬
sent investigation* considerable attention has been given to certain
scientific studies made in this area. These studies will be reviewed
under the following three headingst (1) School Environment* (2) School
Organisatioi* and (3) Teacher-Pupil Relationship.
School Environment
The school plant and equipment are considered to be outstanding factors
influencing the educational program which the school offers. According
to Ruth Grout* ^ "The school building is the child's abode for mai^ of
his waking hours. It should provide the best there is for safe*
1
W. V. Bauer* "The Health of the School Child*" Education* HX
(Deceober* 1933)t 193»




ooafortabl*^ and healthful llTing*" Williams and Abernathy ^ express a
similar Tlew on the isportance of the school environment for the preser>>
vatlon of the health of the child*
The effect of the school environment upon the child is further expressed
2
in the report of the llhlte House Coiference on Rural Education in these
vordst "Unfortunately^ the location^ plant, facilities, equipment, and
sites of most existing rural-school plants make it veilHolgh impossible
to provide an adequate program of educational services for rural youth**
Specific standards for pertinent factors related to the school site
are discussed in Chapter III, but a general revieir of such standards as
outlined by the National Camoitteeon School Health Policies ^ may prove
fitting here* Location of the school should be chosen with a view to
ample space for buildings and grounds; to safety from accident hazards,
especially traffic hazards; to freedom from noise; to cleanliness; and to
the provision of as good drainage as possible* The total school environ¬
ment should be as evocative as possible of growth, learning, and health*
School Sites*— There are varying cpinions relating to the optimum
1
Jesse Feiring Williams and Buth Abernathy, Health Education in
Schools (How lork, 19U9), p* IO9*
2
National Education Association, The White House Conference on
Rural Education (Washington, D* C*, 1$UU), p* Ib^*
3
National Committee on School Health Policies, Suggested School Health
Policies . (Health Education Council, 19U0)^ p* 11*
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area of the school site. Monroe ^suggests that the interpretation of
general principles or criteria in terms of qiiantltative standards is hest
worked out by couanittee reports and recommendations of authorities on
desirable ^n^n^t!nlm areas for school sites. Frcan a study of such reports^
Monroe derived certain standards for determining the acceptable area for
school sites. The school sites should includes Three acres for elemen¬
tary schools with $00 or less pupils; five acres for junior hi^ schools
with $00 or less pupils; and six acres for high schools with $00 pupils
or less. Where the nuitber of pupils range from $01 to IfOOOf the area,
should be five, ten, and twelve acres respectively.
2
A survey of 81^6 public school buildings in city school systems
revealed that 30 per cent of the classrooms were almost useless because
of disturbing and interfering noise.
Sanitation and Facilities.— The National Committee cai School Health
3
Policies suggests that standards for school sanitary facilities must bo
arrived at in cooperation and consultation with health departments,
architects, and other experts in the special phases of modem school
1
Walter S. Monroe (ed,), "Health Education," Encyclopedia of
Educational Research, revised edition, $29.
2
National Education Association, American Associatim of School
Administrators, Health in Schools. Twentieth Yearbook (Washington,
D. C., 19U2), p. 232.
3
National Committee on School Health Policies, Suggested School
Health Policies (Health Education Council), 19U6, pp. Il-l2.
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building construetlcai and maintenance* to date standards should be
foUoired. Among such facilities to consider are an aiqple ntuiser of drink¬
ing fountains of approved sanitary design and appropriate size for the
children mho use them* Lavatories and. handmashing facilities should be
adequate and accessible for the pupils as mell as the entire school
personnel* Adequacy of ntutber and appropriateness in size are important
in these various facilities*
In addition to the actual provisions made for such facilities, it must
be remembered that the maintenance of safety and sanitary measures in the
building and on the groun*^ should be under constant supervisiem*
Wolman ^ gives an account of a recent survey Issiied by the Committee
on Administratiira Practice of the African Association showing the
range of acccxoplishments in various fields of community health service*
Health practices mere summarized and were assumed to be reasonably indi¬
cative of the progressive cernmnnities* It is disconcerting to note that
35 to JO per cent of ihe children surveyed were provided with unsatis¬
factory water supplies* Ten per een,t were unprovided with satisfactory
excreta disposal facilities in rural areas*
He concluded that advances in medicine and in application of results
of medical research have been so rapid that the purely physical aspects of
the school received less attention than 25 years ago, except perhaps in
the direction of architectural aesthetics* Corresponding emphasis on
sanitary control of the school structures was lacking* These lapses, he
Abel Wolman, and othOTS, "Favorable and Adverse Developments in the
School Environment," American Jouznaal of Public Health, XXZI7 (1^,
19UU)» U8U*
lit
states^ are particularly unfortunate since the school-house^ from the
loirest to the most lavish structure^ should be the demonstration center
for the education of diildren in the primazy tenants of health practices*
Lighting*— A nu2ii>er of studies on lighting conditions have been made»
but most of them lack evidence of the l<sig-time effects of certain types
of illumination upon physical efficiency* They have failed to analyze
the amount of light required for different types of schoolwork* On the
"■1
basis of standax^i educational tests, Loos concluded that efficiency In
reading vas not iii^oved by the use of 20 to 70 foot-candles of intensity
instead of $ to 10 foot-candles of intensity* He criticised the standards
of "Illumination engineers" in their recooBnendation of 20 to 30 foot-
candles for classrocsB eonditians*
2
Other investigators have concluded that the reeooimsndati(ms of the
"illumination engineers" may be accepted as an authoritative summary of
professional opinion* Therefore, there is no definite agreement except
these generalitiesj (a)provide adequate illumination; (b) distribute the
light evenly over the area directly before the eyes; and (c).eliminate
sharp controls and glare even in the area surrounding that directly
1 ;
Leonard F* Loos, "An Experimental Investigation of Levels of v
Intensity of Schoolroom Uluminatlcai and Beading Efficiency*" Unpublished
Ri.D* dissertation. New York University, 19U0, pp* 8I4-66, as cited in
Health in Schools* Twentieth learbook, p* 237*
Conrad Berens, Boas A* McFarland, and Charles A* &iehr, "The Eye and
Illumination in Schools*" Proceedings, I9UO Council on Schoolhouse
Construction, Nashville, Teimessee; Bay L* Hamcai, George Peabody College,





In his careful studies of proper lighting. Cleaver finds that
eighty-five per cent of mental is^ressions are received through the eye*
In the short irlnter, cloudy, rainy days, the interest and efficiency of
the school could fade in the dinaaing light* Vhen the printed pages and
the blackboard can be seen only with effort and the school room seems
misty, idle mind reacts slowly* Pupils then do well to accoa^liah one-half
of what they are capable of doing under good conditions of lighting*
The sun changes position every second, so that light constantly
changes in direction and intensity* Outdoor sunlight may reach a level
of ten thousand foot-candles, yet tests indicate that as much as ninety-
nine per cent of the light can be lost in passing through the window onto
the desk tops* As much as one hundred foot-candles of sunlight may illum¬
inate a row of desks next to the window idiile only three foot-candles of
tiie same light will reach tdie desk tops on the far side of the room* To
prevent glare, Venetian blinds are useful; they allow proper ventilation
idille directing light to the far comers of the room*
'3
Cleaver concluded that work as sewing and drawing require higher
levels of illumination than ordinary classroom study and reading* In -tiie
1
National Education Association, American Association of School
Administrators, Health in Schools* Twentieth Yearbook (Washington,
D* C*, 19U2), p. 237.
2





classroom, on desk and blackboard, in stuc^ halls, lecture rooms and
libraries, fifteen foot-candles are required as the minimum amount of
light necessary. Auditorium and lunch rooms reqtilre six-foot candles
while locker rooms, corridors, stairs, passageways, and toilets require
four. Fifty per cent of the light is destroyed by dirt and paint fixtures*
Harmon, ^ who had unprecedented opportunities and scientific facili¬
ties for conducting research activities in school classrooms during the
past ten years, has directed his studies on the effects of the physical
environment upon the welfare of the school child. Preliminary studies
began in January, 1938. The cookiete experiment covered three years of study.
During the first three years, an Inventory was made of the physical
and psychological difflcxilties afflicting Texas school children.
Simultaneously, a check was made of classroom factors which mlg^t be
related to those difficulties. These inventories took the form of screen¬
ing surveys of the health and educational problems of some l60,000 elemen¬
tary school children, and measurements of the physical aspects of over
U»000 classrooms in irtilch these children were attending school. These
surveys were made to secure tentative information for use in a more inten¬
sive study to follow.
Analysis of the data showed that at least 52 per cent of the elemen¬
tary school children were leaving the elementary school with an average
1
Darell Boyd Harmm, ^Some Preliminary Observations of the
Developmental Problems of 16,000 Elementary School Children,"
The Co-ordinated Classroom (1951)* 1-2.
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of 1«8 observable preventable defects per child. Intercorrelation of the
defects cbserved with classroom factors'would seem to Indicate that the
following^ In order9 are • • • contributing to Ibe cause of severity of
the defects t .{!) iiqxroper seating; (2) imporper lighting; (3) ln^iroper
placement of working materials. Observations made tend to indicate that
these deviations are caused or precipitated by the resultants of the
various environmental forces affecting the child • • . • *
At the ccxiclTislon of these preliminary surveys, Harman ^ began some
intensive studies in those areas which the surveys had shown might contain
the major factors conditioning the health and educational problems observed
in school children. Because of the significant place improper lighting
and seating had occupied m the list of possible contributing causes of
children's difficulties, the effects of ll^t and classroom equl^mient were
given ia^rtant places in these intensive studies.
After giving the pupils involved in the study a series of physical and
educational tests, Harmon collected the medical, dietary, and social his¬
tories of each of the pupils. He then studied the physical characteristics
of their classrooms.
Pairs of classrooms were used, one room in each pair was co-ordinated
while the other classroom was retained in Its original condition* The
children in these rooms were matched as nearly as It was possible.
The examinations and tests were repeated with sufficient frequency to
1
Carell Boyd Harmon, "An Intensive Study of the Effect of the Classroom
Environment," The Co-cardinated Classroom (1951), 19-27*
18
determine^ as accTirately as possible, the children's developing status*
In a six-mcHath period of working in the inqproved classroom environ^
ments, the children shoTved improvements in physical well being and in
educational achievement over that of the children in the unin^oved
classrocmia*
Heating and Ventilation.— Numerous reports have been made relating
to the various factors Involved in heating and ventilation of the school*
lk:Lure ^ gave an account of the changing conceptions of ventilation,
and an analysis of present standards and practices* He concluded that
experimental research over several decades has failed to confirm the
theory that expired air, in rooms ordinarily occupied, contains poison¬
ous or injurious substances or that it is the cause of the discomfort
usualJ^ eoqperienced in such rooms* He stated that it has been shown
repeatedly that the factors of major Importance in ventilation are the
physical properties of air, namely, tenperature, relative humidity and
movement. On the basis of the evidence fotuad in his investigation, McLure
concluded that mechanical ventilation cannot be regarded as essential for
school rooms unless they are located in noisy, dusty or odorous surround¬
ings, or in case of other special conditions*
The Texas State Health Department suggests that classroom ventllaticsi
1
John R. McLure, "The Ventilation of School Buildings," Contributions
to Education, No* 15? (Teachers College, Columbia University, L92U), 130*
2
The Texas State Department of Health, "Health Manual for Teachers,"
(Austin, Texas, 1^0), p* 7* (mimeographed)*
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requiremsnts are based on maintaining an acceptable odor level and an
effective teiqjerature level*
Because of the fact that the metabolism is quite active, Chenoireth and
Selkirk ^ say that children thrive on loirer tesqperatures than the adult
finds comfortable*
The temperature that is generally accepted for classrooms runs batireen
68 and 70 degrees. The foUcnring Standards are reccmimended for other
parts of the buildings Auditoriums, offices, and cafeterias, JO cbgrees}
stairways, corridors, ships, laboratories and kitchens, 60 degrees|
gymnasiums, 6^ degrees; and lockers and shower rocaas, 78 degrees* ^
3
Seating*— Holy mrites that proper seating has health iBq;>licaticms
in as much as it aids health and beaming*
One of the most iridely known studies in seating for classrooms was
mads by Holy ^ who studied the seating in Charleston, West Virginia schools*
Detailed infozmjation was obtained on 10,529 pupils in the schools* The
following conditions were founds In kindergartens, as well as elementary,
junior hi^ and seiaior high schools, the seats were too high to allow for
1
Lawrence Chenoweth and Theodore Selkirk, School Health Problsns (New
fork, 19U7), P. 536*
2
Jesse Feiring Williams and Ruth Abernathy, Health Education in
Schools (New York, 19U9), p* 119*
3
T* C. Holy, "Location of Constructim, and Equipment of Schoolhouses
for Health," The American School Board Jotimal, CIV (January, 19U2), 75*
k
T* C* Holy, "Survey of School Buildings in Charleston, West
Virginia," School Buildings, III (1929)# 1^*
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comfort. The saata were too deep from the front edge to the back support
in many instances. Very few of the seats provided lumbar back support
which is essential to good posture. Seats were incorrectly spaced in some
instances.
The desks were reported tooliigh for a majority of the elementary school
pupils.
Posture was bad among many pupils when observed, being worse amcmg
the boys than among the girls, but increasing in badness more rapidly
among the upper-grade girls than any other group.
Posture defects increase during the early elementary years and are
greater among high school students than the first graders. The construc¬
tion of school furniture, the color used, the placement with respect to
light within the classroom itself, to the end that the child's vision,
posture, and other responses to the environment will be more nearly normal,
will improve the child's present comfort. ^
Although many believe that adjustable seats or a rotation of seats
as indicated by the child's growth will solve the seating problem in
2
classrooms, Forney holds that the natiiral variations of the length of
pupils' lishs as compared with the length of their trunks among different
individuals and at different developmental stages in the same individual
1
National Education Association, ^e American Associatl(» of School
Administrators, toerican School Buildings. Twenty-seventh Yearbook
(Washington, D. d., 19U9), p. 21i6.
2
T. S. Forney, "Furniture and Equipment for School Buildings,"
Review of Educational Research, III (April, 19U2}, 20ii.
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prevent the solution of the seat adjustment problem*
Housekeeping*— Health authorities ^ feel that school cleanliness Is
not limited to l^e provision of sanitary facilities, but to the instruc¬
tion of the pupils in the proper care of these facilities* It is a cooper¬
ative undertaking, and the teacher is responsible for setting up house¬
keeping standards* Little habits as using the waste basket properly,
keeping an orderly desk, and putting things back in their places after tise
are splendid opportunities to teach cleanliness habits at school* Clean,
attractive, sanitary schools are a protection against disease, an aid in
teaching Ideals of sanitation, and a source of aesthetic appeal*
School Organization
The second aspect of healthful school living Is that of school
organization* This encompasses such problems as the length of the school
day, provisions for rest and relaxation, overcrowding, and food service*
2
These coiditions are important as well as hggisnic building and equipment*
Length of School Day*— In reference to this phase of the school
organization, Keene ^ states!
A poorly arranged program, an unduly prolonged 'school
year, or too lengthy daily sessions increase the irlta-
tlon and fatigue of school life* Fatigue is an extremely
In^rtant factor in under-nutrltl<ui, and it tends also to
National Education Association, The American Association of School
Administrators* Health in Schools* Twentieth Yearbook (Washington* L.C**
19ii2), p* 2li5.
2
Jesse Feiring Williams and Ruth Abernathy, Health Education in
Schools (New York, 19U9), p* 1143*
3
C.^H|i^^yeege^ ”|iealth Aspects of School Schedules," Hygeia* SS
2Z
increase susceptibility to infectionj idiich results
ultimately in increased absence and retardation*
1
In the light of such scientific findings ^ Keene gives the following
suggestions as the approximate namber of minutes per week to use for
various activities in the elementary schedule in order to off set fatigues
The lower primary diild'sSchool day should not exceed 1350 minutes per
week^ while l500 minutes may be given for grades three and four, and from
l650 to 1800 minutes may be given to upper elementary children*
2
Fatigue*— Rugen writes that the world events of the past few years
have accentuated tl^ efforts of educators to reach better agreements
regarding the health education in the total school program. Such agree -
ment haw. been e^qpressed principally in recommendations, suggested stand»
ards, and policies aimed to direct all groups concerned* Learning how
to rest in between activities during the day will conserve energy and
make for greater efficiency* In as much as industry has learned this, she
feels that schools should learn it also*
Keene ^ expresses a similar view by giving some specific suggestions
for planning daily activities* The length of class periods, the placing
of recreati(mal and physical activities between class periods, and the
sequence of tcpios listed through the day are extremely isportant health
1
C* H* Keene, "Health Aspects of School Schedules," U72-7U*
2
Habel E* RTXgen,"lpiaraising Physical Fitness Programs," The
University of Michigan School Bulletin (Bulletin No* 3, 191^67, p* 35*
3
C. H* Keene, o£* cit*
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factora In the hygienic arrangement of the achedule.
In planning a program of activities or schedulea^ one must consider
ages, sex, grade, type of school, health, environmental conditions,
economic status, type of community, and intelligence* Children are indi¬
viduals and are not to be molded to the norms of mass measurements}
therefore, the schedule should be flexible*
The teachers of Fresno, California believed that pupils with low
mentality tire more quickly than normal pupils and that their ability to *
do class work is lowered because of liiis fatigue* It is this opinion
1
that gave rise to an outstanding study by Kefauer*
For this study Kefauer defines fatigue as that factor which causes
the reduction in speed and efficiency of work when an individual applies
himself to a task for an extended period of time*
Four groups were used as followst iS pupils whose I. Q. ranged from
60-79} 38 pupils whose I. Q. ranged from 80-99} 31* pupils whoso I* Q*
ranged from lOO-lll^} and 11 pupils whose I. Q. ranged from 115-129*
Eight of the ten forms of the Los Angeles Fundamental Test in
Arithmetic were given to the groups at one sitting* The ten forms have
same type of operations and are equal in difficulty* Time was reduced
from 20 to l5 minutes so as to make speed an element in the test results
of two hours of continuous work* Beginning the eighth test they were told
that they would have a recess at the close of the test. This factor is
1
Grayson N* Kefauer, “The Relative Influence of Fatigue on Pupils
With Different Levels of Mentality," Journal of Educational Psychology,
XU (January, 1928), .25-30*
introduced to ahoir the extent this stimulus offset the influence of
fatigue* The pupils returned to their classrooms after 20 minutes play
and took Forms 9 and 10* As a result of this study he made the following
findings!
!• The influence of fatigue upon the speed of ircrk was approximately
the same for t^e brighter as for the duller pupils*
2* The influence of fatigue upon the scares was greater for the
bri^ter than for the duller pupils*
3* The influence of fatigue can be partly removed by lu'esenting
a challenging stimulus*
U« A twenty>4dnute period of rest and recreation was
sufficient for tdie pupils to throw off much of the fatigue
resulting from the two hours of continuous work*
5* The influence of fatigue was larger on the speed of work
than on the average scares obtained in different tests*
Williams and Abernathy ^ mention that in spite of the hurried, tense,
mood of modem life, a school day should promote calm and poise in pupils
rather than an overcrowded program of work* Overcrowding of daily pro¬
grams of work tends to develop faulty habits of work and defeats the real
purpose of healthful school living*
They recommend regular rest roans equipped for this purpose, but in
schools which have insufficient rest equl^Hoent, the children may derive
sane value from short relaxation periods at their desks at intervals during
the day*
In order to n»et the ooudltlons that exist in the many schools in the
1
Jesse Feiring Williams and Ruth Abernathy, Health Education in Schools
(New York, 19U9)^ pp. 1145-U7*
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line of equipment for rest, Ruth Grout explains that children may lie
doim on cots, m neirapapers, rugs or cardboards placed the floor*
Food Service*-- Among the many studies made of lunch: rocsns for sdiools,
2
Paxourek has made one of the most oosiplete contributians* He srites
that the Imchroom provides one of the best health situations in the
entire school* It is veil centered around the objective of teaching the
children hov to select adequate meals and to develop in them the desire to
do so always, through actual experiences* The Itmch room is an ideal
laboratory for increasing the child's knowledge of nutrition, enphasizing
prcper feeding for better health*
In order that the lunch room may serve as a laboratory to teach health,
he feels that it must be operated on a self-sustaining and non-profit
basis* The manager should be trained in nutrition and lunch room
management* The very hipest standards of sanitation and attractiveness
should be maintained*
Time must be allowed for washing hands; thirty minutes should be
allowed for Ixmch period* The lunch period may be staggered in order to
avoid overcrowding.
Undesirable foods as candy, soft drinks, and hot dogs should be
replaced i^th fruits, milk, and milk dishes * All lunches should be served
Ruth E. Grout, Health Teaching in Schools (Philadelphia, 19U9),
pp* 121-22*
2
Leone Pazourek, "The School Lvinchroom as a Center for Health
Education," Journal of Health and Phsrsical Education, H (1^, 19U0),
592-935 637-3H;
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attractively and prepared so as to retain as much of Its nutritive content
as possible* Children irho bring their lunches from hoB» should be welcome
in the lunch room* If the food is served as a plate lunch, it should be
mads as nutritious and attractive as possible*
Teacher-Pupil Relaticmiship
'Die teacher-^nxpil relationship aspect of healthful school living com¬
prises all the classroom eicperiences of the child* It is concerned wll^
health growth and wholesome adjustment* According to Witty and Skinner,^
the primary goal is to create classroom conditicois idiere in mental con¬
flicts and emotional stresses are infrequent and idiere in eynqpathetic and
understanding guidance reduce the number and severity of behavicr dLs orders*
Thej further write that it is more is^)ortant that education should com¬
prise serious atteo^ts to help children become well-integrated persmali-
2
ties than to fulfill some other traditional academic objectives*
The Teacher*— Since the teacher sets the emotioial climate of the
3
classroom, authorities in education feel that a study of mental hygiene
should be Included in the training of aU elementary teachers* This may
serve as an aid in their understanding of the "wholeness** of children and
how educatimal esqperienoes may help them develop all their potential
capacities to the fullest degree*
1





National Educatlcsi Association, American Association of School
Administrators, Health in Schools* Twentieth Yearbook (Washington* D*C**
19U2), p* lUO*' V a » *
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Because teachers have such an important role In the school health pro¬
gram, they need extensive courses in health education* They should have
up-to-date Information about the principles of healthful living in order
to assume the many responsibilities for the health of their students vrhlch
the operation of sound school health program has been shoim to require*^
Not only is the training in^ortant, but according to The National
Education Association and The American Medical Association, - the teacher*a
personality is an iiq}ortant factor also*
No health inflaence is likely to be stronger than that of the
teacher . * * * Especially in the lower grades, the teacher's per¬
sonality often Is reflected in the aj^earance of the classroom,
even when it is not in use*
The radiance or dullness * * * may be revealed by reactions
of the children * * . . Teachers are imitated more often than
they suspectl
The influence of a teacher affects more than mental and
emotional health. Such virtues as cleanliness, respect for
healthful food, good posture, and a sensible balance between
exercise and rest can be as readily caught as emotional
stability • * * * the infectious quality of the teacher's
personality is an effective stlmulous to the all-round health
development of children*
Children often gain as much from day to day experiences and face to
face contact with a teacher as they do from his teaching* For the
teacher "being" is as ijiqportant as "doing*"
Disciplinary Measures.— La reference to discipline, Williams and
Abernathy 3 state that the most i]iQ}ortant factor in teacher-pupil relation¬
ship is that of discipline*
1
The National CcHomittee on School Health Policies, Suggested School
Health Policies (Health Education Policies, 19li6), p* 39*
Slational Education Association and American Medical Association
Joint Committee, Health Education (Washington, D* C*, 19U8), p* 116*
Jesse Feirlng Williams and Ruth Abernathy, Health Education in
Schools (New York, 19U9)i P* 129*
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This problem rel&tes largely to the \mderlylng philosophy of the teacher*
As relates to discipline^ t^e child should be viewed as an organism to be
developed rather than to be corrected. With this philosophy in mind^ the
child helps to formulate his own standardsj cooperates in their execution,
and Judges, witii others, their usefulness, performance and their merit*
The highest type of good disciplinary regimen requires that the child
develop an appreciation of the consequences of an act, a willingness to
accept responsibility for them, and be guided by an idea rather than by
social c^proval or disapproval* ^
2
Ruth Grout has a very similar view of the discipline in that she
says that self goals play an In^ortant part in motivation, and conse¬
quently in learning* Wise teachers allow children themselves help arrive
at their own set of values by thinking throu^, in relation to concrete,
practical situations*
The National Conanittee on School Health Policies ^ confirms each of
these beliefs by ccncludingt "Disciplinary measures should consider
personality of greater importance than the rigid application of arbitrary
rules."
1
Jesse Feiring Williams and ^^uth Abernathy, Health Education in
Schools, p* 129*
2
Ruth £. Grout, Health Teaching in Schools (Philadelphia, 19U9),
pp« 69-70.
3
National Committee on School Health Policies, Suggested School
Health Policies (Health Education Council, 19U6), p* 12*
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Manro0 ^ points out that the teacher's first task is to establish a
Harm rapport with class medsers and to weld them into a mutually accept^
ing group. From a mental hygiene vlmw point« the martinet who roles by
fear creates more problems than he solves. Conversely, the over per¬
missive teacher idio tries never to e^reSs disapproval of anti-social
conduct or inadequate effort has equally destructive effects upon children.
2
Punishment.— Dewey says, "The best we can acconqplish for posterity
is to transmit unimpaired and wilh some increment of meaning, the environ¬
ment that makes it possible to maintain the habits of decent and refined
life."
School mental hygiene requires that discipline problems be approached
with a determination to discover the underlying causes for undesirable
behavior coupled with a sincere desire to help the>pupils.
Shaffer ^ clearly indicates that corp^al punishment has no place
in the discipline control of today's schools. This point of view is
1
Walter S. Manroe (ecU), "Health Education," Encyclopedia of
Educational Research, revised edition, p. 739*
2
John Dewey, Htunan Nature and Conduct (New York, 1920),
p* 21.
3
Natioxial Educati<si Association, American Association of School
Administrators, Health in Schools. Twentieth Yearbook (Washington,D.C.,
I9I42), pp. 136-371
k
Laurence F. Shaffer, The Psychology of Adjustment (Boston, 1936),
p. 500, as cited in Murray J. Lee, and Dorris Mae Lee, The Child and
His Curriculum (New York, 1950), p. 126.
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stated thuslyt
A htmdred years ago persons nho were lU were bled
to cure their aUtaants. Modem medicine recognizes the
futility of this procedure. But children are beaten and
scolded eyen today becavise parents /^d teacher^ still
in the dark ages of .mental hygiene belleye that this is
an effective way of guiding their conduct.
Where then, should authority rest in this whole matter of discipline
measures and control? Watson ^ seems to summarize the answer irtien he
gives these suggestions!
Decisions are made, so far as possible, by all persons
concerned, and in the light of all available evidence con¬
cerning the real consequences of each .... The teacher
does not use Idiis superior knowledge to overrule or to maneuver
the child, but rather share as much of his insight as the child
can accept .... so that the teacher and pupils together may
make wiser declslona than any of them, unaided, could have mads.
2
Provisiona for Individual Differences.— Betts writes that teachers
are becoming increasingly sensitive to the ccm^nsatlcuis that learners
make in order to adjust to certain school tasks. Desirable coopensa-
ticms can be made by pupils with physical defects as vision when they are
properly guided by the teacher. This is one of thei most commonly found
defects with which the teacher most deal. The results may prove undesir¬
able vdien provisions are not forthcoming.
The National Committee on School Health Policies ^ is' in agreement
Goodwin Watson, "The Role of the Teacher, "Mental Hygiene in Modern
Education (Hew York, I9J4I), 509.
A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instructions (New York,
19116), p. 180.
%e National Committee on School Health Policies, Suggested School
Health Policies (Health Education Council, I9I16), 3^37.
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with this concept* fhej erlte that no health program is cos^>lete unless
provisions are made for the handicapped pupils by adapting the programs
to meet their needs*
They further suggest that these children should be treated so far as
possible Just as if he had no handicap* On the other hand* there can be
no objection to making any modifications irtiich mill enable the handicapped
child better to adjust himself to his tasks* He should be reasonably
protected from feelings of incooapetency* frustration* failure* or a sense
of being different*
Dewey ^ states that the uniform lesson plan arranged for dealing
with children "en masse** is not in keeping with the modem trends of
education* Such uniformity in method and curriculum make it a "listening"
plan with no opportunity for adjustment to varying capacities and demands*
Witty ^ states that the first responsibility of the teacher is to
develop and maintain a classroom situation idiich is conducive to growth*
The general atmosphere should allow for success* security* understanding
and mutual respect* An <^ortunity to attain worthy educative goals shouli
pervade* This will tend to direct child develoimieint in such a way that
their emotional life will yield the maximum of human satisfactions and
values*
1
John Dewey* The School and Society (New Tork* 1900)* pp, U8-^0*
2
National Education Association* The Department of Supervisors and
Directors of Instruction* "The Role of Feeling and Emotion*" Health In
the Classroom* Thirteenth Yearbook (Washington* D, C.* 191^0)* p* ]tj3*
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In reference to individual differences and the responsibilities of the
schoolf Baxter ^ writes that the daily plans should allow eveiy child to
feel his own worth and developing power. Successful esqperiences insure
his sense of security and worth.
2
Burnham gives the following pointers for wholesosra growths
1. Respect for personality of each person as a unique
indivldvial.
2. Regard for whole personality as an Integrated unit
as shown in his interests and behavior at home, at
schoolf and <m the playground.
3. Adjustment of the task to the personality and stage
of development of each pupil.
U. Hygienic activity is attentive activity, for attention
is Integration.
5. Avoidance of conditions confusing in instruction.
6. En^hasize the objective or scientific attitude
rather than an opinion.
l^ra ^ says 'Uiat success or failure experienced by the child has
profound inqpllcations; not (»ily in terms of the learning activity he
undertakes but also in terms of the degree of failure or success of others
in his presence in regard to the same or similar activity.
Bernice Baxter, Teacher-Pupil Relaticsiships (New York, jlpliS)* pp* 5*^.
2
William H. Burnham, The Wholesome Personality (New York, 1932),
pp. U76-77.
3
C. C. Ifyera, "Failure or Success in Children," American Childhood
(Api-il, 1939), 21.
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Paulasigni and Knight ^ report that for the fourth grade a clear
advantage results from the use of individual and class charts constructed
to show achievement* Boys and girls who fall constantly because of
unsuited courses of study are leazning to fail in life* So^ it becomes
important to place every pupil so that his ability to work will be moat
deeply challenged*
Burton ^ feels that emphasis upon a "passing" grade has its cum evils*
The passing-grade concept is contrary to all ihe known facts about growth,
which is continuous* Subject-matter mastery should be replaced in the
public schools with the idea of functional learning and desirable
achievement* The modem schools are gradually tiuming their emphasis away
from promotions on the basis of the mastery of subject matter, the report
card, and grades*
A number of investigations ^ have been made showing that the kind of
test given has a definite effect upon the kind of learning* Teachers and
students work for the thing idileh will satisfy the test* Tests of memory
or of performance are easily marked* Functional learning is lost to sight
1
I* Paxilasigni and F* B* Knight, "The Fffect of Awareness of Success
or Failure," Report of the National Society for the Stucfy of Education,
1930» as cited in Jesse Feiring Williams and Ruth Abernathy, Health
Education in Schools (New York, 19ii9), p* 133*
2
William H* Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activities (New York,
19Uli)» PP. 53-56*
3
F* S* Betten, "Morality of our Grade Giving," Catholic School
Journal, XXX7III (November, 1938)» 2.6k} L* A* KlrkendiQl., "Teaching
for Marks," School and Society. XXXXII (May 20, 1939), 6U2-iiU, as
cited in William H* burtcai, op* cit*, p* $3*
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in some of the situations lAiere marks dominate and certain definite evils
folloir this situation.
After making this study of status of healthful school living in
the elementary schools of Limestone County* the erlter more fully under-*
1
stands the point of vleir as e^qpressed by Prescott who saysi
One result of the scientific study of human beings is especially
influential in shaping the current trend of research esqjerimentation.
There has recently come to the recognition that a child is an indi¬
visible unit. Separate provisions cannot be made for his physical
growth* for his intellectual development* for his social functioning*
for his character training and for his emotional adjustment. When
the school deals with one aspect of his growth or development* it
influences all of them. The school must recognize and evaluate
all the effects of that influence. Educational practices must not
continue to exert an oniAiolesome inflxience in one direction in order
to acc<mqpllsh a desired result in another.
The present and future lives of the many millions of children now.
attending elementary schools will be affected by the health education
programs in idilch they participate .... Experience shows that children
can be helped to live healthfully* to tinderatand themselves as living
organisms* to develop favorable attitudes toward health and health
2
practices* to make use of professional health services.
1
DanielA. Prescott* "Human Development in the Elementary Sdiools***
Childhood Education* I7III (Septenber, 191*1)* 9*
2
The National Education Association and American Medical Assoclaticni
Joint Committee* Health Education (Washington* D. C.* 191*8)* p* 211.
CHAPTEH III
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
In this chapter the results of the questionnaire and checklist deal¬
ing vlth the healthful school living conditions of ten Negro elementary
schools of Limestone County, Texas will be jaresented* ilaterial dealing
with pertinent factors relating to school environment, school (organiza¬
tion, and teacher-pupil relationship Is provided*
School Environment
The factors in this division of healthful school living relate chiefly
to the physical plant and the sanitary features of the equipment*
Size and Structure*— Data in Table 1, show that nine of the ten
school plants studied have one-story buildings and one has two stories*
Two schools have eight elementary teachers, two have six, and two have
five, and the remaining four schools have three teachers each* Hence,
there was a total of fifty teachers Involved in this study* These data
show that a total of six hundred and forty elementary school girls, and
six hundred and ninety-eight boys are enrolled in the ten schools studied*
Three, of the ten schools involved are carrying twelve grades, and
seven of them carry elementary grades only* This study includes only
those conditions related to the elementary schools or departments*
School Site*— The sites of or liO per cent, of the schools Included








3 u “T “5“ 7 IT 10*
Nvmber of Stories 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 10*
Number of Elemen¬
taryTeachers 3 5 5 6 8 6 3 3 3 8 50
Number of Elemen¬
tary Girls 3U 9h 68 81 120 60 33 26 29 9$ 6U0
Number of Elemen¬
tary Boys 29 68 76 8U 15U y 25 28 31 lltO 698
Hi^ School and
Elemientary
Grades Tau^t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7
Only Elementary
Grades Taught 1 1 1 3
■HThe top line of nunibers accrosa the table repreaents the ten achoola
involved*
^ine achoola have one story bnlldinga, and one school has a tiro
story building*
as worked out by committee reports and recommendations of authorities ^
gives three acres as a minimum area for elementary schools with ^00 or
less pupils^ these four school sites are below the standard* Four« or 20
per cent} on the other hand, have an area of three to five acres, which
is more than the minimum requirement* One, or 10 per cent, of the schools
1
Walter S* Monroe.(ed*), •* Health Education," Encyclopedia of
Educational Research, revised edition, 1102*
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studied have betseen five and ten acres, nhile one, or 10 per cent, of the
schools studied has more than ten acres. This is shown in Table 2.
Dirt is the best type of playground s\]rface, since gravel, in mai^
instances, causes bruises when children fall on it, and deep sand is
inadequate for running games. Only four, or 1^0 per cent, of the ten
plants studied met this requirement of providing a dirt surface for play¬
grounds; another four, or I4.O per cent,had deep sand surfaces, idiile two,
V
or 20 per cent, had gravel surfaces containing mai^ sharp, large pieces
of broken rocks. ^
Standards for school sites also require a level surface that is free
from weeds. It is noted that none of the school sites has weeds j
on the playgrounds. However, the large number of six, or 60 per cent, of
the ten playgrounds are not level. This is highly unsatisfactory. Four,
or UO per centireported level sites.
Five, or 50 per cent, of the schools used the incinerator, only three
or 30 per cent, supplied no covers for their outdoor trash cans. The
Natlcaial Committee On School Health Policies recommends the covered
trash can for the disposal of trash on every school ground. For
additional sanitary measures, the incinerator is recommended. There were
two, or 20 per cent, who used covers on outdoor trash cans. This leaves
the three, or 30 per cent, contrary to the laws of health education in
1
Wilfred F. Clapp, "Planning School Buildings for Safety," Safety
Education, mill (Novenber, 19U8), I8, 19, 3U.
2
The National Committee On School Health Policies, Suggested School
Health Policies (Health Education Council, 19U6), p. 11.
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TABLE 2
BESCRIPTICJN OF SCHOCI, SITES
CONDITIONS EZABINED TOTAL SCHOOLS STUDIED
NuBber Per Cent
Area of Grounds
Less than 3 acres k UO
3-5 acres h ilO
5-10 acres 1 10




Not level 6 60
Trash Disposal
Covered trash cans 2 20
Incinerator 3 30
Uncovered trash cans 5 50
Safety of Location#
Children cross city streets 0 00
Children cross open railroad 5 50
Children cross highway 6 60
Children cross busy streets 1 10
No heavy transportation line 2 20
Safety Measures
Plain fence k W
Barbed wire fence 3 30
No fence 3 30
Parking area for cars and bicycles 10 10
vStudent safety patrol 0 00
<i(One school is near an open railroad^ a hi^way, and a busy street*
Two are near both open railroad and highway* The other seven are near
some one safety hazard*
39
thia respect*
Location of school sites is an iii^ortant factor in promoting health¬
ful school living* The site selected should be located swaj from major
traffic hazards as open railroads j busy highiraysy busy city-streets^
1
factories. Industries, or any other disturbance* As many as fiv^or
50 per cent, of the schools investigated were near open railroads| six,
or 60 per cent, were on busy hi^iwaySi* One school was surrounded on three
sides by an open railroad, a highwaj/^ and a busy city street* Another two,
or 20 per cent, were located near both an open railroad and on a busy
highway* Therefore, eight of the ten schools studied had undesirable
locations* Twc^ or 20 per cent, met the standards of proper location as
they were situated on no hea^vy transportation lines, yet they were on
paved roads and were easily accessible*
As to the safety measures taken in the situations in which these
schools find themselves, four, or UO per cent, used plain fences, three,
or 30 per cent, used barbed wire fences, while three, or 30 per cent, used
no fence at all* It is significant to note that two of the three schools
using no fence, were the two that were not located near a hea'vy transpor-
2
tation line* According to a recent data sheet on safety education, a
fence was reccaumended for school playgro\inds* This was especially true
when the playground was limited in area, or near heavy traffic centers*
1
The Hatifflaal Ccmmiittee on School Health Policies, Su^ested School
Health Policies, p* 11*
2 . '
Safety Education Data Sheet, No* 29, "Play Areas", Safety Education
Education (October, 19U8), 17*
The barbed wire and picket fences were not recommended; Instead, the
standard called for a plain fence at a height to discourage leaping or
hurdling* So, four, or I4.O per cent, of these schools fall below the
standard in this aspect of safely measures*
All of the schools provided special parking areas tar cars and
bicycles but none of the schools used student safety patrol for aiding
pupils in crossing busy streets, highways, or open railroads* Ihe lack of
student safety patrol is not in keeping with the standards of safety
measures recommended for schools of today* ^
Water*— Six, or 60 per cent, of the schools studied were equipped
for obtaining water from the supervised city or village water supply*
These six, or 60 per cent, met the requirements of health standards of
water for school purposes* ^ Three, or 30 per cent, used rain water
stored in cisterns* Bainwater is soft and c(»^aratively pure, but when
collected in cistexns often has polluting matter* The undesirable
features of cistern water relates to the uncertainty of rainfall, to
freezing in winter, to entrance of dust, soot, bird droppings, and vermin
from the roof, to the taste caused from the metal and ccaicrete walls, or
from growth and decay of certain organisms in the water, to neglect
in cleaning and poor construction* The important features of a properly
constructed cistern are absolute water-tl^tness, on the top, sides and
bottom, close screening inlet and waste pipes* Provisions should be
Safety Education Data Sheet, No* 29$ ”Play Areas," p* 17*
2
T. C. Holy, "Location, Construction, and Equiraent of Schoolhouses
for Health," The American School Board Journal , CIV (January, 19U2), 19#
10.
made for excluding from the cistern the first portion of each rainfall
until the roof or other collecting area has become rinsed thorouttily. There
should be first-^lass filter of clean, well selected sand and thoroughly
burned charcoal* There should be a waste pipe which removes surplus inflow
from the bottom of the cistern where impurities tend naturally to settle*
The cistern should be cleansed periodically* ^
This may indicate that the use of cistern water for school supply is
not idioUy recommended*
Not only does the cistern in-volve definite steps of sanitation in order
to prevent water contamination, a well must be located three hundred feet
2
away frcmi the nearest source of possible contamination* One school
used well water as its source of supply* This is shonn in Table 3*
According to the Texas State Department of Health ^ all water for
school supply should be tested periodically by the appropriate authori¬
ties,unless it is provided through the regular supvervised city or
village water supply* This means that twc^or 20 per cent, of the schools
here involved have inadequate water supplies* Six, or 60 per cent, met
the standards through municipality pvirity controls, and two met it
1
T*C. Holy, "Location, Construction, and Equipment of Schoolhouses
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CONDITIONS EXAMINED TOTAL SCHOOLS STUDIED
Number Per Cent
Source of Water Supply
Well 1 10
Cistern 3 30
City supply 6 60
Purity Control
Municipality 6 60
Laboratory tested 2 20
Not tested 2 20
How Dram
Power puzq> and fountains 2 20
Fountains 8 80
High Fountains ■;
Graduated heights 1 10
All same size 9 90
Ratio of Fountains
1-75 pupils 3 30
l-50 puupils U Uo
1-25 pupils 3 30
regrilar laboratory testing procedures.
Fountainslere used in eighty or 80 per cent^ of the ten sdiools*
Although two, or 20 per cent, drew their water by power pun5)s, they used
fountains as well* This gave a total of ten, or 100 per cent, using
fountains for drinking purposes*
1
The Texas State Department of Education, Toilet Fixtures and
Drinking Fountains, (The Department), p* Ij Ruih £• Oroui, tiealth
Teaching In Schools (Philadelphia, p* 28$.
Ii3
Since fountains are highly favored for school use^ much literature^
i
concezuaing their specifications, has been given by various authorities.
Only one school met -Uie standards of the department as relates to heights
of drinking fountains. ^Ihls school reported its use of 2h foot heights
for the primary pupils, and 28 foot heights for the upper elementary
group. This leaves nine, or 90 per cent, of the schools using fountains
of the same heights for all pupils. This of course, is contrary to
healthful practices on the parts of children ?diose heights are not suited
for the fountain that they must use.
Of the plants involved, four, or hP per cent, reported the proper
ratio ^ of fountains, one to every fifty pupils. Three, or 30 per cent,
provided five pupils. There were only three, or 30 per cent, that fell
belo«( the standard recomtoended ratio; these three had one fountain to
every seventy-five pupils.
Sanitary Measures.— Drinking fountains should be made of in^iervious
substances. Perforated pipes in the drinking fountains are to be recessed
in the concrete. The concrete lip above the perforated pipe should extend
outward one-half inch over the pipe. This effectively prevents water or
mouth drippings frcmi falling back into the pipe. The back side of the
drinking fountain basin should be one inch lower than the bottom of the
perforated pipe, these eliminating any possibility of back siphonage into
1
The Texas State Department of Education, Toilet Fixtures and
Drinking Fountains, p. 1.
Z
Ibid.
drinkisg nater* Fountains should be fare* £rom paper* stones* and rubbish
and should be kept clean and sanitary*
Table U* shoirs that ail 'Uie schools had fountains of iaqpervlous
laaterlal* but three* or 30 per cent* vere still using the old fashioned
nozzles that permitted the mater to fall back on the nozzle* These same
three*or 30 per cent* used nozzles that permitted sucking* Seven* or 70
per cent* had fountains vrith protection against the mater falling back on
the nozzle as mell as sucking*
Water (warm if possible}* soap* and paper tcerels are ,actual necessi-
2
ties if one h<qpes ^o train the child in good health practices at school*
Only one school failed to provide supplies for mashing hands* Two* or
20 per cent* provided warm water* while seven* or 70 per cent mere able
to supply cold water for this purpose* As to soap and pf^er towels* five*
or 50 per cent* of the schools met this standard* Another five* or $0 per
cent* made no lUTOvlsions for paper tomelA and soap* This shows that there
is a definite inadequacy in this part of tbs provisi(ms for healthful
practices* The child is taught to wash his hands* but adequate provisions
are not made for this practice*
Toilet Facilities*— The Health Department 3 writes that the most - ?
1
The Texas Department of Health* Instruction for the Conetructicaa*
Ifedntenance and Operation of Cisterns Used in School Water Supplies
Clhe l)epartmeni)* pp. 1-5*
2
Jesse Feiring Williams and Kuth Abernathy* Healtti Education In
Schools (New York* 19U9)* p* 128| Buth E* Grout*~ealtb ^teaching In
Schools (Rxiladelphia* 19U9)*p* 286*
^The Texas State Department of Health* Community Sanitation (The
Department* iPliO)* pp* 1-21*
TABLE U
SANITARI iE&SUEES AS RELATES TO WATER
CONDITIONS EXAliOllED TOTAL SCHOOLS STUDIED
Nvunber Per Cent
Sanitation
Fountains made of iJi^>ervious material
Fountains permit water to fall back
10 100
on nozzle
Fountains do not permit water to fall
3 30
on nozzle 7 70
Mouth cannot touch nozzle 7 70
Sanitary Supplies and Provisions
Warm water for hands 2 20
Cold water for hands 7 70
No water for hands 1 10
Soap for hands 5 30
Paper towels for hands 3 50
desirable method of disposing of human waste is through the sewage systea*
Table 5 shows that seven» or ^Q per cent, of the plants studied were
without such facilities* Three, or 30 per cent, used the indoor flush
toilet*
Regardless of the type, the toilet room above all should be kept
clean during echool.Jiours and after the school day is over; floors should
be sweptf then scrubbed* The care of the toilet also calls for the elimi¬
nation of all sources of odors* Deodorants should never be used as a
substitute for cleanliness*
1
Vernon N* Kerrick, "Proper Care of Toilets," The Nation's Schools,
Xmil (January, I9I46), 58-60* ^ ‘
TABLE 5
FACTORS RELATING TO TOILETS




Indoor flush type 3 30
Condition of toilets
Toilets are kept clean 8 80
Toilets well lifted 3 30
Toilets are well ventilated 3 30
Toilet seats have covers 3* 30
Sanitary toilet measures
Toilet tissue provided 6 60
Wash basins provided 3 30
1 basin to every 30 pupils 1 10
Fixtures made of non«>absoz‘bent materials 10 100
Size of Toilet Seats
10 inch rim for primary pupils 2* 20
13 inch rim for larger pupils 2 20
All seats same hei^t 8 80
Ratio of toilet seats and urinals
1-20 elementary girls 6 60
I-30 elementary boys 8 80
1 urinal to every 20 boys 6 60
«Tiro schools had 10 Inch size toUst seats for prloaary pupils, and
13 inch rim size for larger pupils.
#The three schools that have the indoor flush type toilets did not
find covers for the seats applicable.
As manj as eight, or 80 per cent of the toilets studied irore kept
clean, but tiro, or 20 per cent, reported that their toilets were not
properly cared for. Only three, or 30 per cent, were properly lighted
and ventilated. These two factors are highly essential according to
U7
Kerrlck ^ idio advises that sunshine through clean iilndoirs« fresh air, hot
ivater, soap« and ventilation assaset of "niasts'* in regard to toilet
sanitation*
Covers for toilet seats irere not deemed applicable in three^ or 30
per cent, of the schools, because they used the flush type toilet. Of the
seven pit toilets studied, only three, or 30 per cent, had covers for the
seats. This fell below the standard which definitely states that seat
2
covers should be provided for all pit toilets.
Toilet tissue was supplied in six, or 60 per cent, of the toilets.
All of the toilet fixtures were made of non-absorbent materials.
There were eight, or 80 per cent, of the plants using the same height
of toilet seats fen* all pupils. This did not meet the recommendation of
using the 10 inch rim seat for primary pupils and the 13 inch rim seat
for the larger pupils. Two, or 20 per cent, met such standards.
Not only is the size of toilet seats designated, but there should also
be a definite ratio ^ of one toilet seat to every 20 elementary girls,
and one to every thirty elementary boys. The urinal ratio suggested
was one to every twenty boys. ^ Six, or 60 per cent, met the ratio
Vernon M. Kerrick, "Proper Care of Toilets," The Nation's Schools,
mVII (January, 19^6), 58-60.
The Texas State Department of Health, Community Sanitation (The
Department, 19U0), p. 1-21.
3
The Texas Department of Education, Toilet Fixtures and Drinking
Fountains (Ihe Department, 1950), pp. 1-2T
^Ibid.
requirements for gUrs, eight, or 80 per cent, met the requirements
for boys. Six of the ten schools studied provided urinals for boys at
a ratio of caie to every twenty boys.
Wash basins at a ratio of one to every thirty pupils are highly desir-
1
able in the modem school toilet room* As to this item, three, or 30
per cent, appeared favorable, but'csily one school had the adequate supply
of one basin to every thirty pupils.
Lighting.— Becaiise of the important place lighting occupies among
the environmental factors that either help or hinder the school child's
2
health, the Texas State Department of Health has made some very exact
recommendations for school lighting. They have solicited the coopera¬
tion of every educational group of the state for their experimental
studies in proper lighting. It is upon these definite findings that the
irriter based her standards of the kind of lights and* all factors related
to lighting for classroom use. As Table 6 indicates, all of the schools
were equipped with electric lights; one used flourescent lighting.
Artificial lighting should be sufficient to keep the light level through¬
out the room by being distributed according to the scuos pattern that the
day light distributes. Otheorwise, it will not supplement, but will
conflict. ^
1
The Texas State Department of Education, Toilet Fixtures and
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' Equals less than 20 per cent of floor space h UO
Equals more than 20 per cent of floor space k I4O
Equals 20 per cent of floor 8pac6 2 20
Window shades
Translucent h UO
No shades 6 60
Diffusers 0 00
Hixkp, or 90 per cont^ of the achools nere fitted ulth one or tiro ceiling-
mounted enclosing globes idiich were not recommended for correct distri¬
bution of artificial light* The one school that was fitted with fl^ures-
cent lii^ting fell below the standard in that the size of the fixtures
selected were too small tar the rocmis in irtiich they were used. Therefore^
the artificial lifting conditions may be considered poor in the Negro
elementary schools of Limestone County*
Four« or kO per cent* of the plants had window spaces in each class-
1
room that equalled less than the suggested 20 per cent of the floor area.
. 1
The Texas State Department of Health* Natural Lighting for
Classrooms* pp. 1-6.
Another four« or UO percent, reported window spaces for classrooms equal¬
ing more than 20 per cent of the floor area* Two, or 20 per cent, had a
window space that equaled 20 per cent of the floor area in each classroon*
The room*,then,appeared adequate so far as the correct amount of window
space was concerned, but only four, or UO per cent, of the schools properly
controlled their natural light through the use of transulcent window shades^
None of the schools used diffusers, and six or 60 per cent, used no shades*
According to the suggestion that natural li^t idiich enters should be
diffused and reflected by using diffusers or prqper shading, ^ only four,
or UO per cent,prowed adequate in this measure*
Qreat in^rovement has been achieved in utilizing the uniform
high bri^tness available from natural daylight by redecorating:
classrooms according to certain specifications* These steps are
not i^cessarily the most practical ones for new construetlon,but
rather, were devised for correcting existing defects in pireviously
constructed buildings* 2
3
Five, or $0 per cent, of the schools ii»t the standard of proper
color used for ceilings* These schools finished their ceilings and upper
portion of the walls, that is down about 2U inches or to the picture
mountings, if present, with a flat whits paint giving ll^t reflectivity
of 85 per cent or higher* Four, or UO per cent, of the schools selected
a medium grey flat paint for these areas idilch lowered their light
reflectivity* One school used green flat paint, idiich was also contrary
1
The Texas State Department of Health, Natural Lighting for Classrooms,
51
to the standards* This was indicated in Table 7*
The classroom walls down to the chalk rail level should be finished
with a light tinted flat paint with a high factor of light reflectivity
but less than the ceiling idiich forms a light dome* ^ In these respects^
five» or $0 per cent, of l^e schools proved adequate, tislng a li^tlf
tinted color for this area of their walls* One school used the same white
as used for the ceiling which proved too bid-ght* Four, or ItO per cent,
used colors that were too dark for this portion of the classroom walls*
None of the schools conformed to the standards as relates to iminscoting*
This portion of the wall is below the winders <»* chalk rail level and
should be treated differently from the upper portion of the walls since
this area is bounded by the floor, which of necessity, will be darker* It
should be treated with a flat tinted paint which will reflect less light
2
than the upper wall surface and more light than the floor* - The ten
schools here involved used the same color for the entire wall space. This
shows a lack of coordination in related factors to the general natural
lighting larocess*
In many schools floors have been treated with oil, but in order to
A
.
lighten the floor it is necessary to recover the natiural wood color
through a bleaching and cleaning process* This light finish may be pre¬
served and protected by the use of a clear varnish followed by a non-
X




CONDITIONS RELATED TO LIGHTING
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CONDITIONS EXAMINED TOTAL SCHOOLS STUDIED
Nuaiber Per Cent
Color of Ceilings
50IRiite flat paint 5
Grey flat paint h W
Green flat paint 1 10
Color of Walls (doim to chalk rail)
White flat paint 1 10
Light tan or grey flat paint 5 50
Dark grey flat paint 3 30
Gbreen flat paint 1 10
Color of nainscoting (nail belon chalk rail)
White 1 10
Tan flat paint 5 50
Green flat paint 1 10
Grey flat paint 3 30
Floors
Natural wood 5 50
Natural Tarnished wood 2 20
Oiled 3 30
Color of woodwork
White flat paint 2 20
Light grey flat paint 6 60
Brown flat paint 2 20
Chalkboard space
Small chalkboard space 3 30
Chalkboard on two walls 5 50
Chalkboards on more than two walls 2 20
Fumitvire surfaces (desk and tables)
Stained or painted dark 7 70
Natural wood 2 20
Fainted platinum blond 1 10
Seating Arrangements
Provisions for left handed 0 00
Pupils sit directly facing windows 0 00
gloss wax. Such a properly finished light floor will have a 20 per cent
to 30 per cent light reflectivity. ^ Only three, or 30 per cent of the
schools studied used 'tiie undesirable oiled floors. Two, or 20 per cent,
had natural wood floors. This shows that seven, or 70 per cent, of the
schools met the standard of proper floors as relates to classroom lightiqg.
The woodwork and trim play an important part in the matter of uniform
light distribution. A harmonizing flat paint with a light reflectivity
similar to the wainscoting is suggested. ^ Sim^or 60 per cent, of the
plants involved met this standard, in that they used a ll^t grey flat
paint for woodwork and trim. Two, or 20 per cent, used brown flat paint
which was too dark. Two, or 20 per cent, used white flat paint idiich was
too light.
Seven, or 70 per cent, of the schools were equipped with too many
chalkboards. " . • . caxLy a small chal]d}oard for teacher demonsiaration is
needed, thus eliminating the need for extensive chalkboards ... existing
excessive chalkboard space may be removed or finished in the same manner
as the remainder of the respective wall surfaces." ^
Only three, or 30 per cent, of the schools were equipped with fiirnl-
t\ire in light colors. Two, Or 20 per cent, used a nat\iral wood finish
while one school used platinum blond paint for this purposer. The
1
The Texas State Department of Health, Natural Lighting for
Classrooms, p. 3.
remaining eeven, or 70 per cent, iised furniture with dark stained surfaces.
The li^t finished furniture surface is more desirable with a resultant
light reflectivity of about 30 or UO per cent. ^
Heating and Ventilation.— Table 8 shows that caily one of the ten
schools used jacketed wood or coal heaters for its plant. This type of
heating was not listed among the various kinds of modern heating equip-
2
ment for schools. Nine^ or 90 per cent, reported their use of either
natural or butane gas for heating. Since this type of heating is recom**-
mended, with certain specifications, it may not be noted that a majority
met the standard of pr^er heating.
Seven, or 70 per cent, of the schools provided accxirate -tiiermometers
in each room, buttwo, or 20 per cent, provided them in some rooms. One
school reported that it provided no thermometers at aU. This shows that
according to standards for accuracy in correct temperatures, ^ three, or
30 per cent, of these schools fell short.
As to the proper iise of thermometers in classrooms, this may be
obtained only when the thermometers are placed on the sitting level of
the pupils.^ Five, or $0 per cent, placed their thermometers above the
1
The Texas State Department of Health, Natural Lighting for
Classrooms, p. 5*
2
National Cotmcil of Schoolhouse Construction, Guidance for Planning
School Plants (State Department of Education, Nashville, Tennessee,
p. 132.
3









Jacketed wood or coal heaters 1 10
Natural gas 6 60
Butane gas 3 30
Thermometers
Thermometer in each room 7 70
TherBKnneters in some rooms 2 20
No thermometers 1 10
Position of Thezmuaaeters
Above sitting level 5 50
On sitting level U Ifi
Air Movement
All windows open from top and bottom 10 100
No(mis have drafts 6 60
Draft free rocmm h kQ
sitting level of the pupils; the other four^ or UO per <»nt, met the
standard by placing their thermometers on the sitting level of the pupils*
It . is interesting to note that all the schools had eindovs that
opened from both tqp and bottom* "Air movement is usually secured by
open irindoffs* Tenderature is controlled in part by open vindows * • * •
It is apparent that c<m^lete reliance upon mechanical or automatic systems
of heating and ventilation is to be avoided." ^
Four^ or UO per cent^ of 'tiie schools had draft free rooms* Six« or
1
Jesse Felring Williams and Buth Abernathy^ Health Education In
Schools (New York, 19U9)» p» 121*
56
sixty per cent, reported that their rooms had drafts. The draft free
room is rec<Mamended. ^
2
Seating.— Harmon reported that the proportion of stationary pupil
units in use declined steadily from 7U per cent in 1933* Con'versely, the
proportion of movable pupil seats increased fi^>m 26 per cent in 192? to 65
per cent in 1933* It seems evident from these figures that the trend is
definitely toward movable seats irhich give greater flexibility to the . '
teaching process. Nine, or 90 per cent, of these schools irere equipped
-with movable pupil desks, and only one school atill using stationary
pupil desks. All, or 100 per cent, of the schools used individual desks.
Four, or UO per cent,provided tables and chairs fat the primary pupils.
This information is presented in Table 9*
Not only is the type of seats iiqportant, but health authorities ^
stress the size of seats in relation to pupils* sizes as another necessary
measTire. Seats that are so high that pupils feet cannot touch the floor
are highly discouraged. There must, he states, be adequate space between
the child's abdonen and the desk to avoid crowding. Pupils should not
have to raise their arms and lean forward to w<n:k on 4 desk. The spacing
from the bend of the knees to the edge of the seat should assure comfort.
1
Jesse Feiring Williams and Ruth Abemathy, Health Education in
Schools, p. 121* ———————
2
R. L. Harmon, "Trends in Types of School Seating," Nation's Schools,
XVI (September, 1935)# 57-58.
3
Texas State Department of Health, Seating in Relation to Posture









lilovable desk 9 90
Stationary desks* 1 10
Tables and chairs k Uo
Size of Seats
Adequate space between child’s
abdcanen and desk to avoid crowding 1 10
Correct height of seat from the
floor to allow child's feet to
touch floor 7 70
Correct spacing from bend of knees
to edge of seats to
assure comfort 5 50
Adjustable seats 0 00
'MFoar of the schools have both tables and chairs and movable seats.
Unless pupils* seatsmeet these few major requirements» they are not coi^
ducive to health* ^ An of the schools reported that their pupils* desks
allowed adequate space between the child's abdomen and the desk to avoid
<xrowded conditions* Seven^ or 70 cent« used seats too hi^ to allow
pui^lls' feet to touch the floor in many instances* Only five^ or $0 per
cent» of the schools had seats with spacing fr<»ii the bend of the knees to
the edge of the seats to assure comfort* No school in this stucfy used
adjustable seats* It is easy to conclude that these ten schools are among
the many that have inadequate seating to meet the standards set forth by
1
T* C* Holy, "Location^ Construction^ and Equipment of Schoolhouses
for Health," The American School Board Journal, CIV (January, 19li2), 7$*
scientific study*
Safety Precautions*"- Since fire is one of the most serious hazards
confronting the school, every school, regardless of size, should havd some
sort of fire fighting equi^miant* The first among such aids is an adequate
vrater supply* ^ As seen in Table 10, four, or UO per cent, of the schools
Involved in this study had inadequate water supplies for fire control*
Four, or i|0 per cent, provided chemical fire extinguishers* Two, or 20 per
cent, gave instructions to both pupils and teachers in the proper use of
2
the fire extinguishers. According to standards in school safety pre¬
cautions, these tools should be located where their need is indicated*
Everyone, teachers and pupUn, should know how to operate them* There
should also be regular fire dri^s, and fire escapes should be adequate
to empty an entire floor* As to fire drills, six, or 60 per cent, of the
schools practiced regularly* There was only one plant that had a two
story building, but this particular school had no fire escapes as
recommended* The same school also failed to have fireproof stairwaysj
this does not meet the safety precautions for two story buildings as out¬
lined by safety education* 3 '
Since -Uie hall serves as a highway of the school, it should be free
from obstructions* It should of such width that a clear space of ten




CONDITIONS EZAIQNED TOTAL SCHOOLS STUDIED
Number Per Cent
Fire Precautions
Adequate water for fire ccmtrol 6 60
Chemical extinguishers available U UO
Teachers are instructed in proper use of
extinguishers 2 20
Pupils are instructed in proi>er use of
extinguishers 2 20
Fire escapes (if needed) 0 00
Special fire ^ills practiced 6 60
Stairs constructed of fire-proof material 1 10
Halls are free tr(m obstructions 7 70
All doors in building open outward 8 80
All gas lines girdle building 7 70
Gas lines are under building 2 20
Gas lines built in walls. 0 00
Adequate flues or chimneys for venting
gas heating units 6 60
First Aid Provisions
Firt aid kit in office 6 60
First aid kit in each room 1 10
One or mere teachers have completed
first aid coznrse 6 60
feet is eurailable ivhen all inside doors open outirard into it. To have
all doors open outward is an additional safety zoeasure. ^ Seven, or 70
per cent, of the schools bad halls that met these standards. Ei^t, or
60 per cent, reported that all of the inside doors opened outward.
Since nine, or ^0 per cent, of the schools studied used either natural
or butane gas as fuel, prpper installation measures are of paramount
1 .
HAre Tou Sure It's Safe?“, Safety Education, 3*
60
Importance*
Gas lines under the school building or betfreen the walls are
1
discouraged* ill gas lines should girdle the building* Seven^ or JO per
cent, of the plants loet these reqiiirements^ but tiro^ or 20 per oent^
reported their haring gas lines built in the walls* Six« or 60 per oent^
of the schools reported adequate flues or chimneys for venting gas heating
units* This was the final reccamnendation of the tdepartment on the proper
Installation of gas heating units*
A first aid kit should be placed in the office and/or in each
classroom* The teacher should be skilled in first aid practices* First
2
aid courses are highly desirable for all public school teachers* Six^
or 60 per cent^reported that one or more of their teachers had completed
first aid courses*
Housekeeping*-— Maintenance of proper sanitary conditions in the
school depends upon a number of factors* It may begin with such sani¬
tary aids as footscrapers at each outside door^ doormats, and sidewalks
to all points on the campus* ^ Table U shews that only three, or 30
1
The Texas State Department of Education, Recommendations and
Suggestions for the Selection and Installation of Gas-Fired Units in
f*ublic Schools in the Siate ot texas (The Department, 19k7Jj PP« 1~U«
2
"ire Tou Sure It's Safe?," Safety Education, XTT (September, 1939)#
bB*
3
Texas State Departn»nt of Health, Texas Community Sa3aitation




CONDITIONS EXAMINED TOTAL SCHOOLS STUDIED
Number Per Cent
Provisions for indoor cleanliness
Footscrapers at each door 3 30
Doormats at each door 2 20
Sidewalks to all points on campus h UO
Janitorial service provided 3 30
Janitor has special training 0 00
Cloakrooms provided 0 00
Sufficient waste baskets in each room 0 00
Waste baskets placed in halls 0 00
per cent, of the schools studied had footscrapers placed at each outside
door of the buildings* Tao, or 20 per cent, provided doorioats*
Sidewalks Here provided in four, or UO per cent, of the schools*
These figures seem to indicate that these schools are providing less aid
to the pupils in their effort to protect and care for the buildings on
muddy days than is e;qpectsd of them*
Janitorial service was secured in «xly three, or 30 per cent, of tiM
plants studied* None of the janit(u:s had had special Janitorial training*
The lack of this service makes for certain complications that could
otherwise be avoided*
In the li^t of ihese facts, one may conclude that the ten schools
studied prove inadequate in their cleanliness measures of housekeeping*
ill of the schools failed to provide cloakrooms for pupils* No
school reported an adequate nusiber of waste baskets for the classrooms
nor the halls* These are the provisions, idxen available, that tend to
62
davelop the habitsof putting things back in their places after
use^ and keeping an orderly desk* They give splendid opportunities to
1 V
teach cleanliness habits at school.
Summary of Findings on School Environment.-— Data presented in the
findings on school environment shoir that attention should be given to the
school sites. The area seems inadequate in UO per cent of the schools^
and the surface is not level in 60 per cent. Eight, or 80 per cent, of
the plants studied are in \mdesirable locations as relates to safety
hazards.
The use of barbed irtre fence in 30 per cent, and no fence in another
30 per cent of the schools may indicate that the safety measures need
ijD^roving. The use of student patrol is greatly needed.
The water supply appears fairly safe with need of the periodic testing
in only two, or 20 per cent, of the schools. Fountain heights could be
improved in 90 per cent of the plants. Three, or 30 per cent, are in
great need of properly designed drinking fountains for tbe sake of
sanitation.
Fifty per cent of the schools fell short in their sanitary provisions
by failing to provide soap and paper towels for washing hands.
As to toilets, 70 per cent, were inadequate as to ventilation and
lighting, size of seats, and the provision of toilet tissue. The ratio of.
seats was fairly adequate.
1
The Amexlcan Association of School Administrators, Health in Schools .
Twentieth Yearbook (Washington,D. C., 19U2), p. 2146*
63
Thertt is a dafinlte need for inqproTred artificial lighting in all of
the schools studied. The absence of shades and/or diffusers in 60 per
cent of the plants« the tendency to uae the unsuitable colors for Interior
decoration, and the use of dark furniture surfaces in $0 per cent of the
schools Indicate a general ixuideqaacy in the proper utilization of the
natural lighting for classroonis. There iras an excessive amount of black-
^ f
board space in the classrooms of 70 per cent of the schools.
The heating systems proved satisfactory in 90 per cent of the systems
studied. Thermometers irare available, but they were i^roperly placed in
$0 per cent of '^e rooms. Sixty per cent of the classrooms failed to be
draft free.
Like most schools in other studies, the seating conditions are inade¬
quate, as to the size, in most of the schools of this study. Nine, or 90
per cent, used moveable seats, but none used adjustable seats.
These data indicate that only 60 per cent of l^e plants had sufficient
water for fire control. The lack of chemical fire extinguishers, teacher
and pupil instruction in their proper use, fire drills, and insufficient
flues for venting gas heating units, fire escapes where needed, and fire-
inroof stairs, tend to favor inadequacy for fire precautions in most of the
plants studied. Only six, or 60 per cent, were equipped with first aid
kits. The same six reported one or more teachers who had completed a
first aid course.
None of the schools provided cloakrooms, sufficient waste baskets in
each room, and in the halls.
Four, or UO per cent, had sidewalks. Thirty per cent had janitorial
service and footscrapers. These facts show that there is a definite need
for better provisions for the proper houskeeping practices in the schools
studied.
School Organization
IteiQS in this division relate to the length of the school day^ the
provision for recess and motor activity^ overcrcerding^ and food service*
Length of School Day* The material presented in Table 12 shows that
all of the schools studied atten^ited to consider the age of the children
as a factor in designating the length of a school day*^ In all instances
the primary children were given a shorter school day than the upper elem-
tary pupils*
''Whatever the length of the school d&y, it should be so arranged that
2
children have frequent periods of activity and appropriate rest periods*
In the light of these recommendations for rest, it was found that only
three^ or 30 psr cent, allowed the pupils to recline on their desks for
rest*
It was significant to note that only two, or 20 per cent, of the
schools had schedules that promoted calm and poise in pupils* Eight, or
80 per cent, reported an orercrowded daily schedule* This overcrowded
condition has a tendency to defeat the very purposes of healthful school
living within itself*
If the rigid school day is to be replaced with a mors flexible school
1
C* H* Keene, "Health Aspects of School Schedules," Hygela,"lZ
(June, 19hZ), U72-75.
2
Jesse Feiring Williams and Ruth Abematl:^, Health Education in
Schools (Now York, 19U9)> p* Ili3*
TABLE 12
SCHOOL ORGANIZATION
CONDITIONS EIAHINED TOTAL SCHOOLS STUDIED
Number Per Cent
Length of School Day
All pupils begin and end the school day
at same time 0 00
Primary pupils have a shorter day than
other pupils 10 100
Provisions for rest and relaxation
Cots or mats are provided 0 >00
Pupils recline on desks 3 30
Regular rest periods provided 3 30
Rest irtien necessary 2 20
Time Allotment
Schedule promotes calm and poise
in pupils 2 20
Schedule is over crowded 8 80
Overcrowding
Adequate space for freedcmi of movement
in classro<»s U UO
Adequate space for classroom play area 1 10
Adequate room for science comer 2 20
Adequate space for reading corner 1 10
dajp It Is necessar7 to have adequate space in the building to accommo¬
date the various activities e:q)ected in a flexible school day* ^ Of the
ten schools studied, only one, reported that it had adequate space in
the classrocmts for a reading comer* One had adequate space in the
classrooms for a play area* Teo, or 20 per cent, had adequate space
in classrooms for science comers* Only four, or UO per cent, had enou^
1
Jesse Feirlng Williams and Ruth Abernathy, Health Educaticm in
Schools (Neir lork, 19h9)t p* 109*
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space in classrooms for freedom of movement on the part of the pupils*
These schools are inadequate in classroom space for the flexible^ modern
day program of work.
Food Service.-- All of the iTinchrooms examined were state approved
goveznment projects. But only two, or 20 per cent, of these schools made
provisions to feed the indigent pupils. These data are shown in Table 13*
Only four^ or ItO per cent, of the schools required a health certifi¬
cate of all persons idio handled food. This was contrary to the
standards as outlined by tiie State Department of Health. ^
Manus served should be made by persons who are trained in the field
of nutrition. But* only five* or $0 per cent* of the schools conformed
to these standards.
He further states that undesirable foods as candy* soft drinks* and
hot dogs should be replaced with fruits* miUc* and milk dishes. ^ But*
findings show that only five* or $0 per cent, of the schools sold milk*
and one sold ice cream. In contrast to these figures* nine* or 90 per
cent* sold soft drinks.
All of the schools studied allowed a minimum of twenty minutes for
1
The Texas State Department of Health* Recommended Health and
Sanitary Standards for School Lunch Rooms {’fhe Department* 19^0)*pp. 1-^*
2
Leone Pazeurek* "The School Lunchroom as a Center for Health







CONDITIONS EXAMINED TOTAL SCHOOLS STODIED
Number Per Cent
Pro-visions for Hot Lundi
Lunchroom is a government project 10 100
Provisions made for indigent pupils
Health certificate required of all
2 20
food handlers
Menus made by trained persons in the
u UO
field 5 50
Milk is sold 5 50
Ice cream is sold 1 10
Cand^ is sold 9 90
. Soft drinks are sold 9 90
At least ^ minutes given for eating 10 100
Paper napkins provided 6 60
Physical Conditions of the Lunchrocxa
Dishes scalded at least one-half .minute 10 100
Dishes are free from cracks and chips 8 80
Windows are screened 9 90
Refrigeration provided 6 60
eating. This did not include the time alloted for washing hands and
getting seiTTed.
Paper napkins were prorided in six, or 60 per cent, of the schools.
In addition to the suggestions outlined by various authors in the
field. The State Department of Health ^ outlines certain specific
standards for all lunch rooms in the state of Texas.
1. All windows and doors of the lunch room should be screened.
2. Foods, drinks, utensils, and dishes should be stored for
^e Texas State Departnmnt of Health, Reewnmended Health yid
Sanitary Standards for School Lunchrocmis (The Department, 1950),
pp. 1-6. -
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proteiotloa against possible contamination, such as dust, flies, ,
Termln, and rodents • * * '*
3* The kitchen should be provided with means of refrigeration to
insure titie fullest protection of food*
U« dishes and utensils should be free of cracks and chips.
5* Dishes, glasses, and silverware siust be washed and emersed in
boiling water for one half minute, unless l^e regular eosmereial
sterlizer is used*.
All of the schools scalded their dishes for the recomnended one-half
minute* Six, or 60 per cent, reported dishes that were free from cracks
or chips*
Vlndows were screened in as manj as nine, or 90 per cent, of the
lunch, rooms*
It was disconcerting to find that only six, or 60 per cent, of the
lunch rooms provided refrigeration* Operation without these facilities
is unsafe as well as extravagant, because left overs cannot safely be
utilized*
Summary of Findings on School Organization*— The findings in this
division of healthful school living show that more of the schools studied
need to provide regular rest periods for ttie pupils or provide for rest
whenever necessary* None of the schools had cots or mats for this purpose,
but only 30 per cent practiced usingjpupils* desk far pupils' rest*
As mary as 80 per cent of the schedules were overcrowded* Forty per
cent report that classroom space is inadequate for ft'eed<»B of movement on
the part of the pupils* Ninety per cent of the schools had insufficient
classro<^ areas to house the activities that are required in a modem
6?
school curriculum.
Only 20 par cant of tha schools provided for their Indigent pupils*
All parsons handling the food vara not requlrad to have a health certi¬
ficate^ nor vrere the menus always made by a trained parson In that field*
Ninety par cent of the schools sold candy and soft drlnks« but only
So per cent sold milk*
Thera was a definite need for additional refrigeration units In more
of tha lunch rooms.
All these data may wall Indicate that much inprovement Is naaded In
tha general provisions and practices of the food service in the schools
studied.
Teacher-Pupil Relationship
This division of healthful school living relates to the classro<ai
experiences of the child that may influence his health*
Teacher Training*— Twenty^ or UO per cent« of the fifty teachers
involved in this study have had recent training courses in Health
Education In the Elementary Schools. There were thirty^ or 60 per cent«
who have had recent courses In Coonnunity Hygiene. Only ten, or 20 per
canty have had courses in mental hygiene or emotional behavior* Twenty-
el^ty or 56 per centy had canpleted recent courses in Child Behavior*
This material Is found in Table lU*
- General Personality of Teacher.— Since it is generally believed that
such virtues as cleanliness can be as readily cau^t as emotl«ial
stabllityy and the teacher's personality can serve as an effective stimulcus
to the health development of childreny the writer observed the teachers
TABLE lU
GENERAL DATA RELATED TO THE TEACHER




Health Education in Elementary Schools . 20 UO
ConBnunity Hygiene 30 60
Mental Hygiene 10. 20
Child Developoent 28 56
Child Behavior 15 30
General Personality
Generally neat* clean* and appropriately
groomed ' L '* IlO 80
Pleasing voice among pupils UO 80
Loud or shrill voice among pupils 10 20
Desirable rapport between teacher and pupils 30 60
InYolYad for these general qualities* ^ Of the fifty teachers observed^
forty* ov 80 per cent* reported to work neatly groomed* clean* and
appropriately dressed*
Forty* or 80 per cent* of the teachers talked among their pupils in
pleasing voices* but ten* or 20 per oent* spoke in a loud voice among
their pupils* Loud* hi^ pitched voices often produce tension and
excitement in children; this is not only poor teaching but a violation of
1
National Education Association and American Medical Association
Joint Committee* Health Education (Washingtoa*D* C** 19U8)* p* 116*
7X
hygiene*
The teacher's first task is to establish a warm rapport with class
2
members and to weld them into a mutually accepting group. It was
interesting to observe the relationship between these fifty teachers and
their pupils. Thirty, or 30 per cent, were scored by the writer as having
successfully established a feeling of "belongingness'* among their pupils,
and the general atmosphere of understanding and warmth prevailed.
Disciplinary Meades.— The problem of discipline relates largely
to the underlying philosophy (on discipline) of the teacher. In one case
the teacher may feel that she is to correct the child's urges to misconduct.
The second philosophy regards the child as an organism responding to the
world according to his powers and capacities, hence he is to be guided in
his development. The philosophy of guidance is preferred.^ As to the
fifty teachers involved, twenty-five, or 50 per cent believed in the
eorrectlcsi philosophy, and fifty believed in the philosophy of guidance as
relates to discipline. These findings are presented in Table l5.
Formulation of Standards.— Thirty-eight, or 76 per cent, of the
teachers Involved kept control of their discipline problems bn the modern
1
Jesse Feirlng Williams and Ruth Abernathy, Health Education in
Schools (Now York, 19U9), pp. 135-36.
2
Bernice Baxter, Teacher-Pupil RelatiOTishlps (New York, 19ij5)» p. 8.
3
Jesse Felring Williams and Ruth Abernathy, 0£. cit., 128-29.
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TABLE 15
DISCIPLINB liEASURES USED BY FIFTY LIMESTONE
COUNTY ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
CONDITIONS EXAMINED TOTAL SCH0C2LS STUDIED
Nunher Per Cent
Disciplinary Measures
Believe that the child is to be directed
and corrected 25 50
Believe that the child is to be guided and
developed 25 50
Formulating Standards
Believe that the child should help
formulate standards -and help
judge them 38 •76
Believe that the teacher should make
and judge the standards for the
child 12 2li
Disciplinary Control
Children should be guided by fear 10 20
Children should be grilded by social
approval or disapproval 15 30
Children should be guided by altruism
or self conlarol for the best interests
of the group 25 50
Punishment
Corporal punishment 13 26
Make child stand for a long time 10 20
Deprive the child of recess period 13 26
Avoid using recess periods for punishment 27 5U
theory that the child should help formulate standards as well as help
judge them as to their usefulness^ perfcsrmancey and merit* ^ Twelwe^ or
1
Jesse Fairing Williams and Ruth Abernathy, Health Educatioi in
Schools (New York, 19U8), p. 129*
twenty-four per cent« still work on the basis of the outmoded theory that
the teacher alone makes the standards for the development of the child*
then judges their usefulness, performance, and merit.
Disciplinary Control.— In reference to disciplinary control, the
child should never be guided by fear of nor love for the teacher as this
type of control is a perversion which tends to weaken rather than
strengthen children. ^ But ten, or 20 per cent, of the teachers report¬
ing believed in controlling the child by fear and "Thou Shalt Nots". ^
Fifteen, or 30 per cent, used social approval or disapproval of the
child's own group as a basis of disciplinary control. This is considered
as the third, or next to the highest level in the development of moral
3
conduct by Fay Adams. But, "the highest level of disciplinary conduct is
that of altruism or self-control for the best Interests of the group." ^
It was significant to note that as many as twenty-five, or BO per cent,
relied upon this measure of disciplinary control among pupils.
Punishment.— Twenty-seven, or 5U per cent, of the teachers avoided
using the child's recreational periods for any type of punishB»nt. Thirteexv
or 26 per cent, practiced depriving the child of his recess periods for
punishment. The latter thirteen teachers were not in conformity to recent
——■ I 1—■ ■ —— MIIIWI WWi———— I ■■■ ^
Fay Adams, Educating America's Children (New York, 19U6), p. 8l*
trends that ifam against depriving the child of recess periods as punlsh-
1
loent as this is a violation of health practices.
The same thirteen^ or 26 per cent^ still believed in corporal
punishment. Corporal punishment violates all known laws of learning^
hence, it is a highly questionable form of discipline and may be regarded
2
as an evasion of responsibility on the part of the adult.
Provisions for Individual Differences.— Table 16, indicates that
there were no provisions made in the fifty classrooms involved for
correctly seating pupils who had visual nor auditory defects. Educators ^
consider this an important factor that should claim the attention of an
good classroom teachers. It provides healthful experiences for such
pupils as well as aids them in their learning activities.
The teacher should acquaint herself with the natwe and limitations
of various physical disabilities and the mechanisms idiich are associated
with them. She should also ascertain the attitude of each child and the
parents concerned, then she is able to plan activities throu^ wAiich each
child may, as far as his limitations permit, achieve success, recognition
and acceptance by the group. ^ In this instance, again, all of the
1
Jesse Feiring Williams and Ruth Abernathy, Health Education in
Schools (New York, 19U9), p. 133*
2
W. E. Blatz, "Discipline Versus Corporal Punishment," Childhood
Education,!! (April, 1928), liiU-U9.
3
Theodore L. Torgers<», Studying Children (New York, 19U6), p. 19.
k
Fay Adams, Educating America*a Children (New York, 19U6),ppi 193-91^.
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TABLE 16
HIOVISIOHS FCE INDIVIDUAL DOFERENCES




Sams lesson plans used for all pupils who
1*0are in the same grade 20
An pupils are given a chance to excel
U8 96in some one thing at some time
Promoticms are granted on pupils* know-
ledge of subject matter 30 60
Report cards and grades emphasized 25 50
Special provisions made for handicapped
children 0 00
Follow a subject matter schedule 3U 68
Follow a flexible schedule 16 32
teachers studied reported that they made no special prorisions for their
handicapped pupils*
Twenty, or UO per cent, of the teachers used the same lesson plan for
all pupils vdio were in the same class or grade. These twenty teachers did
not meet the standards of modem education which require that the teachers
should have a framework of a more flexible program in order to meet the
needs of individual differences* ^
Forty-ei^t, or. 9^ per cent, of the teachers reported that they did
give all of their pupils a chance to excel.'in some one thing at some
time* These same practices would also work in clasarom procedcures* ^
Theodore L* Torgerson, Studying Children (New fork, 19li7}« p* 19*
2
The National Committee on School Health Policies, Suggested School
Health Policies (Health Education Council^ I9I46), p* 12*
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There ivere thirty, or 60 per cent, of the teachers who granted pro¬
motions on pupils' knowledge of subject matter. Twenty-fi've, or $0 per
cent, emphasized report cards and grades. These factors have an ill
effect upon the child's school e3q>erienoes.
Mai^ successful schools interpret their standards in terms of indi¬
vidual capabilities rather than a unifosrm mass of knowledge* ^ Su(^
opinions oif authwities in the field seem to indicate that the promotion
system In most of the scdiools studied is inadequate*
With no regard for the modem trends in ecbication, as many as thirty-
four, or 66 per cent, of the teachers followed the sixbject matter schedule
with emphasis placed on drills* The small nuili^er of sixteen, or 32 per
cent, used the flexible daily schedule based on everyday experiences axid
2
immediate needs and interests of children*
Summary of Findings on Teacher-Pupil Relationship*— The informaticm
presented here shows that the teachers' training appears to be fair, but
few of 'tiiem had had courses in mental hygiene*
El^ty per cent of the teachers observed had seemingly acceptable
personalities for working with children; and a pleasing rapport was
established between the teachers and pupils in $0 per cent of the class¬
rooms observed*
1
William H. Burt<xi, The Guidance of Learning Activities (New York*
19UU), pp. 151-53.
2
Murray J. Lee and Dorris Mae Lee, The Child and His Currictilum (New
York, 1950), p. lU; The American Association of School Administrates,
Health in Schools. Twentieth Yearbook (Washington* D. C** 19li2)* pp.
iltO-lt?;
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One-half of the teachers reported that they disciplined their children
on the theory that they were to correct the child's miscondact, while the
other one-half worked on the assuiqption that they were to guide and direct
the child's deyelopment. As many as JS per cent thought that the child
should help formulate and Judge his oim standards as to their usefulness
and merit* Eighty per cent were closed to the idea of guiding the child
by fear* Tnenty-aix per cent of the teachers used corporal punishment^
and the same group sometimes deprived the child of his recess periods as
punishment* Twenty per cent made the children stand on one foot for a
long time as a disciplinary measure* But 5U per cent of the teachers
avoid such practices*
None of the schools made special provisions for the handicapped pupils*
There were no special seating arrangements for children with visual nor
auditory defects *
Individual differences were overlooked among kO per cent of the
teachers who used the same lesson plan for all pupils in the same grade*
As many as 60 per cent of the teachers granted promotions on pupils'
knowledge of subject matter, and ^0 per cent emphasized grades and report
cards* Sixty-eight per cent still followed the traditional subject-




Evezy school has tremendous. opportunities to promote the health of its
pupils. From early childhood to early adulthood, most children are
enrolled in schools for a substantial part of the day during each year*
The conditions under ifdxich they live in school are factors idiich operate
to develop behavior conducive to healtiiy, happy, and successful living.
In all of its efforts the school must ccmsider 'Uie total personality of
of each student as relates to their total developments* If a school is to
make such contributions to the development and welfare of its pupils, it
must provide wholesome health esperienoes for the children.
Statement of the Problem.— The problem involved in this study was to
determine the present status of healthful school living in the Negro
Elementary Schools of Limestone County, Texas.
Purposes of Study.— The purposes of this study were as foUowst
1. To determine the present practices of the healthful school
living aspects of school health education in the Negro
elementary schools of Limestone,County.
2* To determine the unmet healthful school living needs, if any,
for which the school may assume complete or cooperative
responsIbllity*
3* To stimulate the schools cooperating in the study to a more
careful evaluation of their own healthful school living
practices*
U* To gather reliable data vdiich will serve as a basis for
suggestions and recommendations for the improvement of healthful




Msthod of Procedure.— The Normative Siirvey Research vas used in
mflifing this study* The questionnaire was developed, criticized by five
authorities in health and education, and revised according to the sugges¬
tions of the critics. The revised instruments were used by six non¬
participating teachers! results were carefully checked and were found
adequate for the writer's purpose* The revised questionnaires were sent
to the administrators of the ten participating schools and their fifty-one
elementary teachers* All of the principals returned their questionnaires,
and fifty of the elementary teachers returned theirs* The writer made
visitations to the ten schools in order to get additional data needed*
The checklist, especially developed for the writer's, purpose,was used for
these visitations* The data from the questionnaires and checklist were
analyzed, treated statistically, and interpreted*
Findings
School Environment.— Data obtained throng the study of conditions
relating to the healthfulness of the school environment indicate that:
1* The school site areas are inadequate in many of the schools, and
the surfaces are not level in most of the plants studied. The
majority of the schools are undesirably located as relates to
'toaffio hazards*
2* Soma of the schools near traffic hazards failed to provide fences
around their playgrounds, vhile others used barbed wire fences
Instead of plain fences. None of the schools used student
safety patrol measures for assisting pupils in traffic*
3* Two of the schools studied had no purity control of their water*
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On* of the eohools used fountains of different helots to meet
the needs of the pupils who used them. Some fountains proved
unsanitary due to their design*
Toilets ware inadequate as relates to proper ventilation, light-
ing, size of seats, and the provision of toilet tissue.
5# One-half of the schools failed to provide soap and paper towels
for washing hands.
6. Artificial lifting was inadequate in all of the schools studied.
The absence of shades and/or diffusers in most of the schools,
the tendency to use undesirable colors for interior decoration,
and the use of dark furniture s\irfaces in many of the schools
seem to indicate that there is an inadequacy in the utiliza¬
tion of Idle natural lighting for classrocxas. Most of the
classrooms had excessive blackboard space.
7* Most of the plants met the standards of proper types Of heating.
Thermometers were available in <»ie*4ialf of the schools, but they
were io^operly placed in many of the rooms* Most of the rooms
failed to be draft free*
8* The seating equifmient was inadequate in size, but most of the
schools used individual, moveable seats.
9* Some of the schools had insufficient water for fire ccaitrol*
Many failed to provide chemical fire extinguishers, instruction
in their use to both teachers and pupils, and fire drills.
Some schools lacked sufficient flues for venting gas heating
units, fire escapes were needed, and fireproof stairs. Many
schools did not have first aid kits. There were schools in
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th« study that had no teachers irtio had cosqpleted a first aid
course.
10. The data concerning proTiaions for houskeeping. indicate that
the schools as a shole fell belov the standards for cleanliness.
Cloakrooms mere not provided. There mas an inadequate number of
waste baskets in all of the schools. Ifost of the plants had
neither sidewalks^ nor janitors.
School Organisation.-— The study of factors relating to the organi¬
sation of the school revealed that!
1. All of the schools studied out the standards recommended in the
length of the school day for the various grade levels.
2. Ifost of the schools studied failed to make provisions for
regular rest periods for the pupils. None had cots or mats,
and few made use of pupil's reclining (m their desks.
3. The majority of the schools reported overcrowded schedules.
. U* Most of the plants had inadequate classroom space to house the
activities that are required in a modem school curriculum.
5. Most of the schools failed to provide food for their indigent
pupils. Such practices as selling candy and soft drinks were
found in most of the schools. Refrigeration units were absent
in some of the lunch rooms. Soma of the schools did not require a
health certificate of all persons handling the lunch toont food.
Menus in many of the lunch rooms mere mads by persons idio had no
training in nutrition.
Teacher-Pupil Relationship.— Major findings relating to teacher-pupil
relationships in the schools studied weret
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!• Ucm/ of the teachers had recent training in health education^
but a very few had training in sental hygiene*
2* Most of the teachers obserred were scored by the writer as hawing
generally acceptable personalities for working with children*
3* One-half of the teachers involved reported that they did not
believe in directed guidance of children, but that they believed
that children should be corrected* Ten of the teachers practiced
^ corporal punishment as a disciplinary control} thirteen practiced
depriving the pupUs of their recess periods and making the
children stand on one foot for a long period* Over one-half of
the teachers avoided all of these measures in disciplinary control*
U* None of the teachers repcarted provisions for the handicapped
children in iheir rooms. Individual differences were overlooked
by maiqr of the teachers in their daily plans and activities}
they reported that they used the same lesson plan and e^qpected
the same outccxnes frcmi all of the pupils in the same grade*
Over one-half of these teachers followed the traditional subject
matter schedule and emphasized report cards and passing grades.
Conclusions
From a careful examination of the findings of this study, it appears
that the following conclusions may be dsrlvedt
1* The school sites, lifting, seating conditions, sanitary measures,
and housekeeping in the Negro elementary schools of Limestone
County, Texas are inadequate idien coopared with generally accepted
standards for healthful school living in elementary schools*
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2* ProvisioQa ifere not made to meet the pupil's need for rest and
relaxation.
3. The food service policies vrere not iihoUy in keeping with the
standards set forth by the Stats Health Department.
U. More of the elementary teachers need training in health educa¬
tion, mental hygiene, and modern trends in education.
Recommendations
For Educators.-- It is reccHomendsd that this study not serve as a
mere fact-finding procedure, but that it be used to stimulate action
among the leaders of limestone County. In view of the findings, the
writer makes the following recommendations t
1* The area of inadequate playgroxmds should be extended and the
areas that are not level shoTild be filled.
2p Plain fences and student safety patrol should be used as safety
measvires.
3* The classrooms should be coordinated by installing modem arti¬
ficial lighting, and diffusing the natural lighting. Interior
decoration, furniture surfaces, and floors may be changed for
the proper effects.
U. New seats should be purchased and all seats should be distributed
according to the sizes of the children who are to use them instead
of the grade level.
5. Additional sanitary facilities should be provided as covered
trash cans, soap, and paper towels for washing hands.
Janitors, sidewalks, footscrapers, more waste baskets, and6.
8U
cloakrooms as aids for better housekeeping should be prorlded*
7* More teachers and/or more correlation in the curriculum should
be considered to correct the overcroirding of the schedule.
8. Additional classrooms should be added.
9, The Itinch room policies should be corrected to conform to the
standards expected by sound education and law.10.The teachers should initiate an In-Service Training Fro^am on
school basis.
• Reccmmiendations for Further Study.— It is reconaaended that further
study pertaining to health knowledge, attitudes, and interests essential
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QUESTIONNAIRE AND CHECK LIST FOR A STUDY OF HEALTHFUL SCHOOL
LIVING IN THE NEGRO ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS OF LIMESTONE,::
COUNTY, TEXAS
Name of school - Address





Number of elementary teachers
Directions! Please check the correct ansver id.th an "Z"; fill in all





1* Area of grounds
a* Less than 3 acres
b* Between 3-5 acres
c* Between 5~10 acres
d. More than 10 acres





a* Covered trash cans
b* Uncovered trash cans
c* Incinerator
d* Others (list kind)
U* Safety location
a. Near transportation line
1* Children must cross streets
2* Children must cross open railroad
b. Near heavy transportation line
1* Children must cross highway




d* Barbed wire fence
d* Special parking place for cars and bicycles
B* Water



































V a* 1/luniclpallty )
b. Laboratory tested ( )
c. Not tested ( )
u. Hei^t of Fountains les No
a* Are fountaiiss of graduated height for
children of different heights
»■■■
5. Ratio of Fountains
a* 1 to every pupils ( )
b» 1 to every 50 pupils ( )
c* 1 to every 25 pupils ( )
6. Sanitation
a. Fountains made of impervious material ( )
b« Fountains permit water to fall back on nozzle ( )
c* Fountains do not permit mouth to contact nozzle ( )
d* Fountains have no protection against sucking ( )
7. Other Provisions for Drinking (schools without
fountains) ( )
a* Public drinking cups ( )
b* Paper cups provided ( )
c* Each person brings his own cup or glass ( )
8. Sanitary Supplies and Provisions
a. Warm water for washing hands ( )
b. Cold water for washing hands ( )
c» No water for washing hands ( )
d. Soap for washing hands ( )
A* Paper towels for drying hands ( )
f« Others (list kind) ( )
Toilets
1. Type Yes No
a. Pit ( )
b* Indoor (flush type) ( )
c« Surface ( )
2. Condition of Toilets ( )
a* Are the toilets kept clean? ( )
b* Are the toilets well lighted? ( )
c* Are the toilets well ventilated ( )
d. Does each seat have a cover ( )
,
3. Sanitary Toilet Measures Yes No
a. Are wash basins provided
b» Are there as many as 1 basin to
30 pupils?
c* Is toilet tissue kept in toilets?




a* Electric ( )
b* Kerosene ( )
c* Gasoline ( )
d* Others (list kind) ( )
e. Indirect lighting ( )
f* Flourescent ( )
g. No artificial lighting
2. Window space
** Window space equals more than 20 % of
floor space ( )
b* Window space equals to 20 % of floor space f )
c* Window space equals less than 20 % of floor space ( )




a« Finished in (color)^b.Finished in (color)’
b.
6.







a. Small chalkboard space
b. Chalkboards on two walls
c. Chalkboards on more than two walls
Furniture (desk and table surfaces)
a. Stained or painted d^k
b. Natural wood surface
c. Painted platintim or blond
d. Others (list kind)
^semi-gloss
"flat paint
Walla (doen to chalk rail or window ledge level)a.Finished in (color) semi-gloss
Finished in (color) flat paint












a. Pupils directly face windows (
b. Pupils do not face windows
c. Left handed pupils seated in opposite direction
to ri^t handed pupils (
£• Heating and Ventilation1.Kind of heating
a. Jacketed wood or coal heaters (
b. Unjacksted wood or coal heaters (
c. Steam (
d. Natural gas (
e. Butane gas (
f. Central heating system (
g. Others (list kind) (
2.Thermometers
a. An accurate thermometer in each room (
b. An accurate thermometer in some rocmis (
c. No thermometers (3.Position of thermometers
a. Below level of pupils* heads
b • Above level of pupils * heads
c. On level of pupils' heads
d. Away from radiators or stoves






a« All vindoirs can open
b« Some idndows can open
c« X}ther means of ventilation
d* Booms has draft
e* Room la free from draft
f• Windows open from top and bottom
F* Seating




d. Tables and chairs
e Adjustable seats
2, Size of seatsa.Adequate space between child's abdomen
and desk to avoid crowding
b« Correct height of seat froi^iloor to
allow child's feet to touch floor
c. Correct spacing frc»B bend of knees to
edge of seats to assure comfort
d. Adjustable seatsG.Safety of building
1* Fire Precautions
a. Adequate water for fire control
b. Chemical extinguishers available
e. Each teacher instructed in proper use
of extinguishers
d. Pupils instructed in proper use of
extinguishers
e. Fire escapes in buildings of more than
one floor
f* Special fire drills practices
g. Stairs constructed of fireproof material
h* Halls free from obstructions
!• All doors in building open outward
j* All gas lines girdle building
k. Gas lines under building
!• Gas lines built in walls
m. Adequate flues or chimneys for
venting gas heating units
2* First Aid Provisions
a* First aid kit in office
b. First aid kit in each room


















les NoH.Housekeeping les No
1.Building
a. Foot scrapers at each door
b. Door mats at each door
c. Sidewalks leading to various points on canpus
d. Is janitor (custorial) service provided?
e* Has janitor (custodian) had special
training for his work?
f» Are cloakrooms provided?
g. Are there enough well placed waste
baskets in rooms
h* Are there enough well placed waste
baskets in the halls?
II* School Organization
A* The School Day
1* Length of school day
a. Primary grades school day begins a*ffl
a.m.
Primary grades school day ends p.m.b.Grammer grades school day begins '
ends p,m
Provisions for Rest and Relaxation terio^
a* Rest periods provided
b. Rest periods are not provided
c. Pupils rest on cots
d» Pupils rest on mats
e* Pupils rest on desks
f* Rest periods when necessary












a. Schedule promotes calm and poise in pupils
b. Schedule is over crowded, giving little
time for work ejected
B. Overcrowding
1. Nuntoer of pupils in each elementary, room
- i - »- I » -
* *
2* Space
a. Adeqaate space for pupils' freedom of
movement
b. Adequate space for library comer
c. Adequate space for science corner
d. Adequate space for play area.
C. School Lunch
1. Provisions for Hot Lunch Program
a. Is the lunch room a state approved project?
b. Is milk sold in the Ixmch room?
c. Is ice cream sold ini the lunchroom?
d. Are provisions made to feed children
who show dire need.for hot lunch
whether Ihey have money or not?
e. Do children have at least 20 minutes for
eating
f* Are all dishes, glasses, and silver¬
ware scaled in boiling water for at
least one-half minute?
g. Are all dishes free fr<mi cracks and
chips?
2* Physical Conditions of Lunchroom
a. Are doors and windows screened?
b. Is refrigeration provided?
Part Three! To be filled in by teachers in the Negro Elementary Schools
of Llsrastone County, Texas.
III. Pupil-Teacher Relationship.
1. Teacher Training No. of hours
1. Health Education
a. Health Education in Elementary Schools .
b. Community Hygiene
0. Child Developmentd.Mental Hygiene '
Child Behavior





1* Teacher's Phllosphy of Discipline
a* The child is vleiied as an organism responding
to the world according to his poirers and
capacities, hence he is an individual to be
developed
B. The teacher must put forth effort to correct
vAiat are regarded as inborn traits or inherent
urges to misconduct, hence he is an individual
to be corrected
2* Formulating Standards
a. The child helps to formulate standards
b« The teacher formulates standards for the child
3* Judging Standards
a* The child is the judge of standards
b. The child is the Judge, with others of the
usefulness and merit of standards
c* Ihe teacher is the Judge of standards
U* Disciplinary Controls
a* The child is guided by social approval or
disapproval
b* The child is guided by an idea
c* The child is guided by fear
d* The child is guided by development^f




b« Make the child stand for a long period
c* Avoid using recreational or recess periods
d. Deprive the child of recreational or recess
periods












!• Is the same lesson plan xised for all pupils
who are in the same grade?
2. Are pupils given a chance to excel in some
'^one thing at 8(»ie time?
3* Are promotions granted on knowledge of
subject matter?
U* Are report cards and grades en^hasized?
5* Are special provisions made for handi¬
capped children?
Fatigue
1. Type of Schedule
a* Follow a subject matter schedule
. (definite hour for each subject)
b. Follow a flexible daily schedule
(based on life realted situations of
child)
c* Emphasize basic drills






CHECK LIST FOR DIRECT OBSERVATIONAL PROCEDURES. A STUDY OF
HEALTHFUL SCHOOL LIVINQ IN THE NEGRO ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS OF LIMESTONE COUNT!, TEXAS
Name of School
Nixntoer of elementary teachers
________________________
Directions t Check the findings that seem applicaboe to each teacher
observed.
Teacher has a neat, clean appearance
Alert, cheerful, and enthusiastic _________________________
Pleasing facial expression '
Well modulated voice
Shrill voice (or loud)
Uses gestures and facial expressions to call attention to pupils*
shortcomings ■
Helpful, calm, .unruffled, patient, and soothing ___________________
Sarcastic, nervous, critical, and curt ■
Helps in a kind, but businesslike way '
Gets order by promising punishment _______________________________
Ignores children's complaints ____________________________________
Decidedly clear in directions
__________________________________








Gratefully receives criticism ■
Resents criticism
_____________________________________________
Activities are teacher directed.
______________________________
Children seem unrestrained
All of the pupils la the same grade doing the same thing _______
Activities are varied according to groups and individual needs and
interests •
Part II
Directions t Check the findings ibr each schools
Only persons holding health certificates handle the lunch room food
Students or teachers irlthout health certificates help
_________
Menus mads by a trained person in nutrition
__________________
Menus made by persons vho have no training in nutrition
Sell candy Sell soft drinks
